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Lassiter Gives Rulings
On Glendale Suit Action

kexi

ol'

Calloway County Circuit Court Judge
James M. Lassiter has ruled on three
motions submitted in the court battle
between the City of Murray ahd
Howard Brandon over right-of-way for
an extension of Glendale Road.
In an order dated earlier this week,
Lassiter denied Brandon's motion to
*miss the complaint for "failure to
state cause of action" and denied the
city's motion to restrain Brandon from
-performing certain construction work
on the roadway in question pending the
outcome of the lawsuit."
Lassiter granted the city's motion to

a
.**

shorten the time of the legal
proceedings and ordered Brandon to
file his answer to the city's suit by
Monday, April 23.
The city's suit against Brandon and
his wife is an attempt to force them to
nt in which the
.
honor a 1977 agreems
city claims Brandon agreed to deed the
right-of-way to the city for the construction of the Glendale extension
between Kentucky 121 S. 4th St.) and
U. S. 641 (S. 12th St.).
But Brandon contends the agreement
he signed was for a four-lane roadway,

not the three-lane road currently
proposed by the Kentucky Department
of Transportation.
Another development in the controversy was revealed earlier this
month when Mayor Melvin B. Henley
told the city council that Gov. Julian
Carroll had authorized the estimated
9109,000 city share of the project beapaid
out of his contingency fund. Henley said
if the project is not,begun this year, the
city would likely lose that funding since
Carroll's term of office will expire at
the end of 1979. •
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FHA And VA Mortgage Rates To
Be Allowed To Go To 10 Percent

a

CHARITY HORSE
SHOW OPENS HERE
Megan and Michael Cappock,
above left) whose parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Cappock of
Murray, present a rider with his
prize during last night's Kentucky Charity Horse Show at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. Above right,
Ramon Clark and Sheree Fuqua
of Rockport, lad., prepare Super
Stai for competition. At right,
Craig Crewford. the son the Mr.
and Mrs Bobby Nix Crawford of
Murray. competes with- The Road
Runner during the Amateur
Roadster Pony to Bike competition.
The horse show, sponsored
here annually by the Murray
Rotary Club and the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, continues tonight
at the Expo Center. Doors will
open at 7:30 p.m.

Staff Photos By Tony Wilson
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Barkley Lake
Levels Dropping
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Adm inistraticviL.iaking Lumps
From Two Governor Candidates
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
Threatened emergency medical
systems have been promised hope by a
physician candidate for governor, while
the state administration has taken its
lumps from two others.
Today's campaign schedules included appearances by. Democrats
Harvey Sloane in Carroll, Shelby and
Oldham counties; George Atkins in
Georgetown and Henderson County;
Carroll Hubbard in Hart Boyd and
Greenup counties and Terry McBrayer
in northern Kentucky. Thelma Stovall
was en route to Hollywood for a Sunday
fund-raiser on behalf of her bid for the
Democratic nomination.
Friday, physician candidate Sloane
talked in Bowling Green about plans to
save_ emergency medical systems.
Atkins, in northern Kentucky, accused
former state Commerce Commissioner
Terry McBrayer — who is backed by
Gov. Julian Carroll — of -purely
political aims in opposing the fuel
adjustment clause.
Atkins cited a report that Carroll may
have told utility managers not to fear
McBrayer's opposition to the clause. In
Louisville, Democrat John Y. Brown
-4 to The Maine report,
Jr. eel-erre
likening McBPayer's candidacy to a
ventriloquist act„
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chance of
showers
Variable cloudiness today and
tonight with chance for scattered
light showers today ending
tonight. Possibly a few light
afthis
thundershowers
ternoon...Clearing Sunday. Highs
today .and Sunday in the mid to
upper 70s. Lows tonight in the low
and mid 50s. Winds. Light and
variable today and tonight.

McBrayer, Hubbard and Mrs. Stovall
were in northern Kentucky. Republican
Ray White taped a television program
in Louisville and traveled to Greensburg for a reception. Former GOP
-Gtiv. Louie Nunn attended a dinner at
Estill
County High School.
Sloane
The former Louisville mayor said he
would aid emergency medical service
systems across the state that are
"severely threatened by the phasing
out of federal funding."
Sloane, a physician, said he would
lobby for federal Health, Education and
Welfare funds for EMS systems; push
for increased reimbursements from
medicaid and medicare programs,
provide state funds to replace federal
Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act funds that are being withdrawn, and increase tho state's advisory, role to help cut EMS costs encourage use_of. volunteers.
Sloane named Eddie Durbin, a
Bowling Green High School teacher;
James Bledsoe, a farmer and building

contractor, and Jerry Traylor, a
lawyer, to direct his Warren County
campaign.
Atkins
Atkins, at Northern Kentucky State
University, accused McBrayer of
deceit, saying his effort to end the fuel
adjustment clause was purely political.
He said McBrayer waited until he was
running for governor to file suit against
the clause, and took no steps against it
while state commerce commissioner or
in the special legislative session.
He referred to a CourierJournal story
in which the Louisville paper quoted an
official at a utility managers' meeting
as saying Carroll, "seemed to indicate
in a way that Terry perhaps wasn't as
much against the fuel-adjuftment
clause as it appears in the par." The
official said, "I didn't get the gist of it
that he was saying this and didn't mean
it." McBrayer's camp denied he said
anything he did not mean.
But Atkins accused McBrayer of
"perpetrating a hoax" in opposing the
See CAMPAIGN
Page 12, Coltinin 5

Recipients Of Alumni
,Grants To Be Honored
Eighty-nine recipients of Murray
State -University Alumni Association
scholarships will be presented certificates and recognized during alumni
activities on the campus on Saturday,
April 28.
Awards totaling $68,600 will be
presented to the students at a
President's Reception from 4 to 6 p.m.
in the Student Center.Later, at a 6:30
p.m. banquet in Beshear Gymnasium of
the Student Center, the students will be
recognized by the alumni gathering.
Financed by contributions from
Murray State alumni and friends, the
are
awarded
scholarships
predominantly to incoming freshmen
for the 1979-80 school year. The
scholarship program is divided into the.
Oentury Club program and the
Metnorial and Honorary Scholarship
program.
Made up of alumni.and friends who
contribute $100 or more, the Century
Club supports general scholarships of
$500 made to deserving high school
seniors who plan to continue their
eaucations at Murray State. Forty-five
awards are being made this year

By GLENN RITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
maximum interest rate of governmentinsured mortgages is rising to a record
10 percent, but the move could help
many lower and middle-income
families trying to buy homes.

through the program.
Another 44 students are beneficiaries
of the memorial anti honorary
scholarships established to honor the
living and as memorials to the
deceased. Begun in 1971 when two
Robert A. "Fats" Everett Memorial
Scholarships were awarded, the
program has grown to a total of 32
scholarships worth $46,100 this year.
Students to receive scholarships this
year represent five states — Kentucky,
Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri, and
Indiana.
Racer head basketball coach Rgn
Greene will be the speaker at the
alumni banquet. A luncheon and
reunions for the classes of'1929 and 1954
are also a part of the activities for the
day — the luncheon at 11:30 a.m. and
the reunions from 2 to 4 p.m. in WittSlow
Cafeteria.
Tickets are $4.50 for the luncheon A nd
$5.50 for the banquet. Anyone wishing to
attend the luncheon who does not have a
reservation may call the Alumni Office
at (502) 762-3737 before noon Wednesday, April 25. Banquet tickets will
be available at the door.

By The Associated Press
Kentucky and Barkley lakes are
returning to normal levels after
reaching high marks during recent
flooding.
The National Weather Service
reported Friday that the Tennessee
Valley Authority and the Army Corps of
Engineers have begun returning the
lakes in West Kentucky to their usual
summer levels.
' The reservoirs have stored water
recently as part of a joint effort by TVA
and the Corps to reduce flood stages on
the lower Ohio and Mississippi rivers,
the weather service said.
Lake levels at both Kentucky and
Barkley dams crested Thursday near
368 feet above sea level. That was the
third highest level recorded for Kentucky Lake,.the weather service said in
Louisville.
The two lakes are connected by a
canal arid were used in tandem to
-contain floodwaters on the two rising
rivers.
The weather service said water levels
at the two dams to about 70 miles upstream will gradually fall through the
weekend and more rapidly next week
before reaching normal summer levels
near elevation 359.
TVA biologists also felt the lake
levels should be lowered as quickly as
possible to minimize the impact of high
water on fish spawning, the weather
service said.

The half-percent increase, effective
Monday, involves single-family houses
Housing
Federal
by
covered
Veterans
and
Administration
Administration insurance programs.
The increase should aid many buyers
because more home owners will be
willing to sell to those needing VA or
FHA loans with their relatively low
payment
down
and
interest
requirement, Realtors and federal
officials said Friday.
That willingness would stem from the
sellers having to pay less money in
"points" — a one-time premium charge
imposed by ccnimercial lenders to
offset the loss they would incur lending
money at the lower government-backed
rates rather than at the going private
rate.
Federal rules require that the buyer,
rather than the seller, pay the "points."
One point normally is 1 percent of the
purchase price of the home.
The Department of Housing and
Urban Development said the rate rise
will substantially reduce the number of
points charged. The savings to someone
selling a $50,000 home in Washington,
for example, could be $1,500 to $2,000,
said John Moening, a local Realtor.
"This will definitely widen the
market," he said.
But government and private experts
warned that the interest rate rise could-

MSU Receives $26,698
Science Foundation Grant

Murray State University has
received a $26,698 National Science
Foundation grant funding its participation in a 16-month, nationwide
program designed to help improve
elementary and secondary classroom
and
science
in
instruction
mathematics.
The university is one of 252 colleges
and universities_iu--49 states, Puerto
Rico and the District of Columbia
sharing in a total of $6.83 million
through the foundation's Pre-College
Teacher Development in Science
Program.
The projects supported were selected
from a total of 736 proposals submitted.
The Murray State program will be
directed by Dr. Arvin D. Craton, an
Drane Shelley, director of purchasing
an general services at Murray State
associate professor in the Department
of Professional Studies at the univerUniversity, has been named to a new,
19-member state procurement advisory
sity.
Representing the academic areas
council by Kentucky Finance Cominvolved and assisting Crafton with the
missioner Roy Stevens.
program will be: Dr. Bill Burnley, an
- The council, authorized by the 1978
assistant professor in the Department
General Assembly in enacting the
of Physics and Computer Science; Dr.
state's model procurement code law,
will offer assistance to the Department
Harold Eversmeyer, a professor in the
of Finance on purchasing matters.
Department of Biological Sciences; Dr.
A part of Gov. Julian Carroll's 1978
Grady Cantrell, an associate professor
under
law
in the Department of Mathematics; and
legislative program, the
Mrs. Molly Boggess, a sixth grade
which the council was created was
standardize
at South Marshall Elementary
teacher
and
designed to modernize
School.
state purchasing laws and to insure
maximum efficiency and economy in "-Having begun April 1 and extending'
through July 31, 1980, the project' has'
procurement activities. •
been designed to meet the needs of
The council is to discuss problems
updating, 'extending and applying
and make recommendations relating to
science and( mathematics material for
public procurement processes and, on
elementaryleachers within a 100-mile
request, to conduct studies, research,
radius of the university.
analyses and make reports and.
The Murray project will offer a threerecommendations with respect to stiebsemester-hour, graduate credit,
matters as the Department of Finance
academic year, inservice course in
prescribes, Stevens said.
integrated science and mathematics
Named chairman of the council was
concepts and processes, Craftop said.
fl-Louisville.
State Rep. Mark O'Brien,
He also will serve as chairman of its
The course will utilize a laboratory,
approach, he went on, with
"hands-on"
executive committee.
kindergarten through sixth grade
O'Brien was chairman of the Model
teachers as active participants in the
- Procurement Code Advisory Corninstructional process and with emmittee, which helped draft the state's
inthe
phasis on mathematics and science
and
code
model procurement
areas pertinent to the elementary
terim regulations now in effect.
school curriculum.
A 22-year U.S. Army veteran, Shelley
Participants also will be provided
came to Murray State in 1964 from
to explore and utilize
adopportunities
senior
was
he
Owensboro, where
appropriate materials and teaching
visor with the 398th Regiment of the
aids and to develop teaching aids and
100th Reserve Division.

Shelley Named To
New State Panel

hurt some borderline buyers whose
incomes no longer will be large enough
to qualify for the somewhat higher
monthly payments required by loans
carrying a higher interest rate.
In other economic news Friday:
— The U.S. Court of Appeals ruled
illegal several new plans that let
commercial banks, credit unions and
savings and loan associations, in effect,
treat savings accounts as checking
accounts.
Federal Reserve chairman G.
William Miller warned that the nation's
economy is at a "very difficult turning
point," and urged caution lest policy
makers "trigger the recession we want
to avoid."
He said the next few months will be
critical in avoiding both a worsening
inflation and a severe downturn.
Speaking at George Washington
University, Miller said he would be
satisfied with overall economic growth
between 2.5 percent and 3 percent in the
first half of the year. It grew only 0.7
percent during the first three months.
The court decision On automatic
(unds transfers does not affect so-called
NOW accounts in New England and
New York.
And the court said the practices need
not halt untilJan. 1 — enough time for
to make the practices
Congress to
lawful.

materials for use in' their own
classrooms, he said.
The program's classroom activities
will take place in the ScienceMathematics-Education Resource
Center on the third floor of Mason Hall,
the nursing building, where the
university's science and mathematics
curriculum and reference materials
•
and teaching aids are located.
The claw will meet on some evenings
and Saturdays during the fall semester,
Crafton said, adding that this will be
determined by the participating
teachers themselves.
and
Science
Elementary
mathematics teachers in the area
wishing additional information about
the program may contact Dr. Arvin D.
Crafton, Department of Professional
Studies, College of Human Development and Learning, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Posters-On
Signs Could
Be Costly
litAitRFORT, Ky.(AP) — State
Police Commissioner Ken Brandenburgh said Friday that anyone
observed putting political campaign
stickers on highway road signs will
be arrested and face a maximum
fine of $250.
He said he has told state police
post commanders "to be as
aggressive as possible" in enforcing
the state law which prohibits the
posting of advertisements, posters
or other material on public property.
"We interpret this to mean road
signs and their defacement with
political campaign material,"
Brandenburgh said.
He said he has discussed the law
with candidates in the upcoming
May 29 primary election and that
"they also have advised me that
their own campaign workers will be
instructed to refrain from such
activity."
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Questions diagnosis

kow.

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

"Deck-A bit

DEAR DR. LAMB - 1 nosis of clinical low blood
her 3-9, Low Blood Sugar,
Dave hypoglycemia or sugar unless a person has
By Abigail Van Buren
Hypoglycemia, to give you
hyperinsulinism. The first symptoms at the same time
more information on this
doctor I went to gave me a that the blood sugar is abproblem and what can be
diet with sweets on it. He normally low.
done about it. Other readers
also said my blood sugar
I might add that 58 is not
who want this issue can send
was 58. I stayed on the diet necessarily too low. Levels
for a week and I still felt below 50 may be abnormal 50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed endizzy and weak so I went to in some people but a high
another doctor. He also con- percentage of healthy, ac- velope for it. Send your
firmed my blood sugar was tive young people can have request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
58, but the diet I must now blood sugars intermittently
DEAR ABBY: Because read in your column
stay on is without any below that level and do not Radio City Station, New
toll
-free number, which alliairs runaway kids to about that
York,
NY
10019.
call and let
sweets. The foods on this have any symptoms at all.
their
parents know they ,i7e OK, I re established
If
a
person really has low
diet are surliposed to help
contact
You really didn't tell us
with
my
parents
,
blood sugar probleltis, the
went hone and had the most wonderful
prevent the pancreass from what kind of problems you
Easter
in
my life. (I'm a 19,ear-old boy who dropped
best diet in most instances is
forming too much insulin. were having other than
out of
school and hit the road 15 booths agq.1
My question is which diet is being weak and dizzy. And one the( eliminates concenWill you please run that tern again, Abby?
the,right one. I would also since your blood sugar level trated sweets such as sugar,
like to know everything pos- you've quoted to me isn't honey,sweet desserts,sweet
LUCKY IN ILLINOIS
,
sible about low blood sugar. really abnormal, I have se- drinks and even starches as
found
in
bread,
particu
larly
DEAR LUCKY: Wi0. pleasure: Runawa
DEAR READER —. My rious reservations about
ys,''dial
first question is whether your diagnosis, unless there bread made with refined
800-231-6946. An operator will telephone your
flour.
you've really been diag- is more to your story.
anywhere in the U.S. and c•ovey a message from parents
you. I"I'm
nosed correctly or not. We
In some people who have
alive, don't worry about me' is typicaLl
Nevertheless, I'm sending
usually do not make a diag- you The Health Letter nurn- reactive hypoglycemia, inThere will be no lecturing or counseling. Your call
gesting lots of sweets will
be traced, and the only qto.tion asked of you will will not
be: "Do
trigger the pancrease to reyou need anything?" If you lc). you'll be told
where
lease a lot of insulin. When
obtain it free. No attempt will be made to bring youyou can
home,
this happens, there is first a
regardless of your age.
rise in the blood sugar from
Runaways, please forget the past and call that
the sweets that have been
number now. Let soniebod know you are alive. toll-free
2nd 81 Washington
ingested, followed by a re442-4393
You will
sleep better tonight, and so will they.
bound fall from the excess
P.S.
This wonderful program originated in Texas and
release of insulin. In these
has
been adopted by 37 states It's staffed by
instances, particularly, it's
volunteers, including some grateful runaoays who have come
wise to limit your carbohyhome.
drate to raw fruits such as a
good raw apple, vegetables
DEAR ABBY: I hive a cenplicated problem. My
grades
and whole cereals. Sweets
were too bad to pass this .,.ear so I quit high
school, inshould be eliminated.
tending to go back next yea to do it right.
Now as far as the sympMy father got mad at me or droning out and he's
using
toms of low blood sugar are .that as an excuse for not le::ing me use
his car.
concerned, if you take sugar
Abby, I need a car to get i job. Once I earn some
money
when you're having these I'll get my own
symptoms, you'll immedi- because.of this car. My fa:aer refuses to let me use his
drop-ou
t sittAion, so I am stuck. No car, no
ately raise the sugar level job, no money.
again and the symptoms will
My father is unreasonable Every time I bring up
disappear, if in fact that's
the fact
what caused the symptoms that his refusal to let me tad his car is the root of all my
'trouble
,
he
gets
mad
and
a ?lit starts.
in the first place. That, inciWhat should I do?
dentally, is how many pa'•
tients who leally do have
NO WHEELS
hypoglycemia become
DEAR NO: I'll tell you loud NOT to do. Don't
obese. Each time they feel
expect
weak, they can relieve the your father to provide you oth a car. Figure out some way
weakness by using some- to get a job on your own and ti furnish your own transpo
rts-.
thing sweet. As a result, they tion. How about public transportation? It may not
be as conconsume enormous amounts venient as having your own wheels, but
it's a solution.
of 'calories and begin • to
become obese.
DEAR ABBY: My husbar :must think he is immorta
Lb.
is getting on, but has not ...dated his will in the l. He
years. Our financial picture -as changed radicall last 20
y. He has
conside
rably more property .ticl assets and, to top it off,
lb.
he
inherited quite a large sum fril his mother.
Meet
We have grown children -d grandchildren. Abby,
and I
feel very uneasy knowing
unless my husband
his will much of his estate a. not be disposed of updates
according
to his wishes.
Lb.
How can (get
Willie Garland opened her without giving him to face us very important fact of life
him the impression that. I am in a hurry to
$175 Lb. home for the meeting of the bury
him?
Ann Hasseltine Sunday School
You are not going to belie-.e this, but he is-an attorne
y!
Class of the Memorial Baptist
MRS.G.IN BEL AIR
Church held on Monday, April
_DEAR MRS. G.: Tryiog to get an attorney to *late his
Pt. 2, at 7p.m.
will is.like trying to get a doctor to quit smoking
or lose
A discussion on Abigail was weight. Don't give up. Keep reminding him
until he does
somethi
led by Pauline Wainscott. She
ng- about it. (VS. I'm usually opposed to nagging,
but in this case I recommend it.I
closed with prayer.
The devotion was given by
CONFIDENTIAL TO
Alma McNeely who read her IND.": You are mistake "NAMELESS IN EVANSVILLE,
n, sir. To quote Harry Bridges:"No
scripture from Ephesians man was every born a Jew -hater,
and Negroihat
2:11-22. Laura Jennings, other kind of hater. Nature refuses to be involveer or any
d in such
suicidal practices.'
president, presided.
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YOPP SEED CO.

LAWN AND GARDEN FERTILIZERS
MR. GRO 20 Lb. 10-6-4
$3"
MR. GRO 20 Lb. 23-14
$525
MR. GRO. WEED/FEED 20 Lb. . . $4"
50 lb. 13-13-13
$425
50 1.1). AMMONIA NITRATE. ..
GARDEN FOOD 20 lb. 5-10-5. .. sr'
50 Lb. 6-12-12
$4"
50 lb. GARDEN LIME
$150
GRASS SEED
KENWELL FESCUE
80'
KENTUCKY 31 FESCUE *
40' Willie Garland Is
Hostess For
CREEPING RED FESCUE . . . . $1'th. Of
Eva Wall Group
KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS.... s15°
SHADY LAWN BLEND
WEED KILLERS
33 PIUS-TAO WEED KILLER. $405
SUPER 0 WEEDONE
WEEDONE CRABGRASS KILLER $2" pt.
CONQUER VEGETATION KILLER .. $3"at.,,
GL. ROOT-LOWELL SPRAYER. . . $23"
' ORTHO BROADCAST
cAspsAtiry
SPREADER . . $29"
12e
ROSE FOOD 5 Lb.
NEWS
HOS
PIT
AL
ONION SETS .RED *YELLOW 011111 .• . 49'Lb.
CERTIFIED SEED
IPOTATOES-

Refreshments were serted
The teen years are the questioning years. Abby
has the
by Mrs. Garland. Also present
answers to all your questions in her booklet,
"What
Were Modelle Miller, Lottie Teenage
rs Want to Know.- Enclose II and a long, stampe
d
Gibson, and Opal Reeves.
128 cents), self-addressed envelope.

1/2 011. $300

h.$55°

100 Lb. $85° ,

20 Lb. CHARCOAL
$2"
CHARCOAL LIGHTER FLUID .. 45'Pt.
KENTUCKY SMOKING
HICKORY AOD6bs.

$299

OPEN 8:00 to 5:00 — Mon.-Sot.
1:00 to 5:00 — Sun.

..

Enjoy The Best
Entertainment 4
4
1 :1-

3-30-79
White Hall MSU Murray,
NO NEWBORNS LISTED
Ronald Wayne Willett, Bldg. 2 Baby Girl, Rt. 1 Bx. 158
Cottage Grove, Tenn., Louis
DISMISSALS
Orchard
Heights MSU,
C. Ryan, 1306 Wells Blvd.
Mrs. Vera Jackson, Rt. 5, Murray, Charlie L.
Bx. 455 B Murray, Mrs. Sheri 408 N. 3rd. St. Hamlet, Murray,David S. Harmon,815
Murray, Hurt Murray, Charlie C.
J. Ross, Rt. 7 Bx. 83 Murray, Clarence
Herndon, 803 McClure
, 915 N. 18th St.
Mrs. Anna Virginia Luffinan, Meadow 1,n. Murray,
Gina L. Murray, Mrs. Nettie P. Klapp,
CR 143 Hamlin, Mrs. Rhonda Nance, Rt. 3 Bx. 181
Pans, Bx. 415 Murray, Mrs. Lucy E.
Kay and Baby Bid, Rt. 7 Tenn., Kevin W. Farris,
Rt. 3
Benton, Ronnie G. Stone, Rt. 1 Bx. 399 Murray, David
W. Rickman, 209 S. 15th St.
Dexter, Jana Williams, Rt. 1 Hopkins, P. 0. Bx. 98
Hardin, Murray, Vernon Anderson,
Almo, Mrs. Linda Blanton, Rt. Billy Boyd Jr., 815
Dobbins 2006 College Farm Rd.,
1 Bx. 115 Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Murray, Herbert P. Shepard,
Marilyn
Wilma D. Taylor and Baby Russell and Baby
Boy, 1507 1309 Popular Murray, James
Girl, Rt. 8 Benton, Mrs. Clayshire Mugray, Mrs.
Lisa E. Hurt, 1004 Olive St.
Margaret L. Mcbeod and Y. Williams and Baby
'Boy, Murray, Carney Andrus, 1303
Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Calvert City, 1203 College Cts.,
Murray, Sycamore Murray, Lawrence
Walter G. Myers, Rt. 1 Bx. 5 ..Mrs. Janet K. Bomar
and Walters, Bx. 31 Hardin.
Clinton, Jo Ann Meyer, 623
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NORTH TROOP — Members of Girl Scout Troop 288 from North Callow
ay Elementary School sold 605 boxes of cookies in the sale this year. Picture
d, left to right, are,
first row, Mitzi Anderson, visitor, Lori Walker, Dana Duncan, Amy
Pyle, Natalie McDougal, back row, Gwen Bailey, Tina Hudson, Kelly Newsom, Carol
Phillips, Janice
Thorn, Renee Anderson, Anita Wagoner, and Christy Eldridge. Not
pictured are Ruth
Ann Mack, Tammy Barnett, Melody Kernel!, and Rebecca Shawbe
r. High sellers were
Tina Hudson, 130, Lori Walker, 128, and Ruth Ann Black, 73,
who received a special
cookie patch, with Tina and Lou receiving t-shirts and cookie
dough worth $10. All girls
participating received special awards from Long John Silver's, Hardee'
s, McDonald's,
and Wendys. Leaders are Peggy Newsom and Sherry Hudson
and assistant is Carolyn
Anderson.

Your Individu(
al
7)
Horoscope
-33.
Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 22,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 g at4
1
You may be concerned
about someone's health. If
feeling under-par get ,enough
rest, but don't forget about
social amenities.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) d€17,
You'll have to move
gingerly in the social arena.
Friends with difficulties may
not be the best of companS, for
now.
GEMINI
(May 2) to June 201
Watch your nerves, You
could snap at a friend because
you're feeling edgy. Consult
with others before taking any
career risks.
CANCER
June 21 to July 221 el.
f•
Avoid discussions about
business. Plans about travel
are subject to modifications.
Friends at a distance may be
contrary.
LEO (July 23 to Aug.
New from -a distance may
not be to your liking. Be wary
of making business deals now,
as there are too many complications.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 rtr"'
ea
Avoid disagreements with
close allies about finananna-Partners May -have. resePL—
.vations about your plans.
Watch out for petty irritations.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)it.tiL
Too much socializing could
affect health. Unexpected
expenses could cause a rift
with others. Be careful of diet..

usli

Matter. Avoid self-indulgent
SCORPIO
behavior. Expresa your
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You may be irritated about viewpoints — moderately.
YOU BORN TODAY are
a work-related problem. A
little relaxation will calm your imaginative and practical and
nerves, but be careful not to go have difficulty reconciling
these aspects of your nature.
overboard.
Well-suited for public service
SAGITTARIUS
as,
you can make a contribution
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
A planned outing may have to civic improvement. Your
to be cancelei because of inventive nature can make
domestic concerns. Invite you a leader of thought.
others over, but make it a- Music, painting, writing,
sculpture, poetry, science,
quiet evening.
and philosophy are some of
CAPRICORN
. If/
(Dec. 22 to Jan..19) vx/ %M' the fields in which you can be
original.
Unexpected guests could strikingly
In
disrupt _ the
household. business, law, engineering,
Discussions with others leave and real estate would attract
you with mixed feelings. Don't you, but it's important that
talk about things that cannot your occupation reflect your
ideals and utilize your fine
be improved.
intellectual gifts. Birthdate
AQUARIUS
of: Henry Fielding, author; J.
Jan. 20 to Feb.
Oppenheimer,
Save original ideas for later Robert
when others are more scientist; and Immanuel
receptive. Financial expenses Kant, philosopher.
could mount up if you're not
careful.
BAMBOO SHOOTS
PISCES
Canned bamboo shoots,
/Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)X 4370. drained and cut in thin strips,
You may disagree with an make an interesting addition
adviser .about a financial to chicken salad.

Irish MEM
Dinner$229
Beloc•ati*
fish I ilet crispy on the
outside light n nutty

on the inside

Served

with Potato & Toast
Thursday.through
Sunday —

AN ASSURANCE
POLICY

Great Books Discussion
Group To Meet At Library

The Great Books Discussion
Group will meet Monday,
April 23, at 7 p.m., at the
Calloway County Public
Library.
The book to be discussed
will be King Richard II and
the discussion ledder will be
Robert Hart.
The group has met on a
monthly basis for over ten
years and - a diversified
selection of books has been
used starting with selections
from the Great Books
Foundation," Dr. and Mrs.
Alfred Wolfson, discussion
leaders of the group, stated.
The interest created
recen* by television, books
and dramas on the works of
Shakespeare has led us to
Include some of his work that
has not previously been .used
in the discussions,"' Mrs.•
Ernestine Buoy, charter
member, commented. "-The
books that are chosen are
usually selected months in
advance so that participants
may have time to locate and

read the book before the
meeting time," she further
added.
"Anyone Interested in attending the meetings is
welcome and may join in the
discussion if they have read
the book prior the meeting,"
Mrs. Libby Hart, another
member, stated.

Oranys
REFINISHING&
CUSTOM BURT FURNITURE
•Relintshing Repa,rs
•Cusfom Buff, Furnoture
•Ani,aue Brass Hardware
. ,inrn ElwIt PC,tcher, Cobnet•

492-8837
h4i

If homes were adequately insulated, energy conservation
would be
assured. For less energy, insulation guarantees a coolep home
in the
summer and insures a warmer home in the winter.

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative-Corporation
MURRAY-MAYHEW
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday;April 21

Saturday, April 21
West
Kentucky Conference
and
dancing
round
Square
will be held at the Woodmen of High School Tract Championship will, be held at
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Stewart Stadium, Murray
Country Ham Breakfast, State, starting at 9 a.m.
sponsored by Blue Gra& CB
Club, will be held from 5 a.m.
Events at Land Between the
to 1 p.m. at the club house over Lakes will include slide
Wallis Drug. Cost will be $3 for presentation of The Ghosts of
adults and $1.50 for children.
Barnes Hollow at 2 p.m., and
drive to explore the sights and
Chapter M of the P. E. 0. sounds of the woods after dark
Sisterhood will meet at 12 floor. at 7:30 p.m., both to start at
for a dutch treat salad lun- Center Station.
cheon at Dakota Feed and
Grain with Mrs. Gerald
Annual music festival for
Hudder as guest speaker.
middle school bands and
orchestras, sponsored by
Murray Moose Lodge will Kentucky Music Educators'
have a disco featuring The Association, will start at 8
SkyRyders at 8 p.m, at the a.m. at Lovett Abditoriurn,
lodge hall, North 16th Street Murray State.
Extended.
Special workday by Baptist
Union to raise funds
Student
"Guys and Dolls" will be
for summer missions will be
presented at the Murray State
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
University Theatre at 8 _p.m. held from
odd jobs call 753-5771.
Tickets are $3 per person or by
season ticket.
Second night of annual
Saturday, April 21
Society Horse Show, sponPancake
Breakfast, sored by Murray Rotary and
sponsored by Murray High Sigma Department of Murray
School Student Council, will be Woman's Club, will be at 7:30
served from 6 to 11 a.m, at the p.m. at the Livestock Show
high school cafeteria. Tickets and Exposition Center.
are $1.50 per person.
General admission is $3. •

Sunday, April 22
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Spiceland will be honored at
an open house in celebration of
their 50th wedding anniversary from 2 to 5 p.m. at
their home. The family
requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Calloway County Bands will
present at concert at 2 p.m. at
the cafeteria of Calloway
County High School.
Local Chapter of National
Organization for Women
(NOW) will meet at 7 p.m. in
Room 172, Blackburn Science
Building, Murray State
University.
Picnic of First Presbyterian
Church will be held at 3 p.m.
on the farm of Janet and Roy
Kirk: In case of rain the event
will be held next Sunday.
Newman Club will meet at
Gleason Hall at 5:30 p.m.
Monday, April 23
"Meet the Candidates"
Forum, sponsored by League
of Women Voters and Murray
Woman's Club, will be held at
7:30 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House. The
public is invited.

Sunday, April 22
Murray Shrine Club will
Sisterhood of St. John's
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Baptist Church will present a
Triangle Restaurapir,
program, "The Willing
Workers," at 3 p.m. at the
"Young At Hearts". dinner church.
for all members who are 70 or
Sunday, April 22
older or whose spouse is in
in Land Between
Activities
that category at the Seventh the Lakes will include
Christ
of
Church
and Poplar
Sassafras Tea Party at 1 p.m.
will be held at the North
at Center Station; Butter.
School
Elementary
Calloway.
Churning at 2:30 p.m. at The
at 6 p.m. Those needing
Homeplace-1850; Sheep
transportation may call 753Wood
and
Shearing
3714.
Processing at Empire Farm
from 1 to 4 p.m.
Car Wash, sponsored by
Calloway County High School
Senior recital by Shela
Choirs, will be at Ross Bondurant, clarinet, Paducah,
Standard Station, 15th and will be at 2 p.m. at the Farrell
Main Streets, from 7:30 a.m. Recital Hall, Fine Arts
to 5:30 p.m. Cost will be $3 per Center, Murray State.
car, outside only. .
Concert by the Murray State
Mike Spencer's Sunday University Chorus, directed
School Class of First Baptist by Prof. Robert Baar, will be
Church will have a social at at 3:30 p.m. at Lovett
the bowling alley.
Auditorium. This is free and
open to the public.
Knights -Of Columbus will
have a dance at 8:30 p.m.
• Faculty trombone recital by
in
'Murray State Nten'it Tennis Marta Hofacre, instructor
at
Music
of
Department
the
Univetsity
the
team will play
at 8:15
of Louisville at 9 a.m. and Murray State, will be
Hall,
Recital
Farrell
in
p.m.
2
at
atp.m.
Kentocky
Western
State.
Murray
the iziiniversity Courts.

ulgent
your
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Monday,April 23
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Johnnie Walker at 1 p.m.

Bake sale by Murray
Chapter of NOW will be held at
Faculty Hall from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
•
Church.

Faculty piano trio concert
by James McKeever, Robert
Gillespie, and Neale Mason
will be held at 8:15 p.m. in the
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
Murray State University. This
is free and open to the public.
Auditions for field commander and twirlers with the
Marching Racer Band will be
at 7 p.m. at the Carr Health
Building gym, Murray State.
For information call 762-4395.

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15. p.m. For information call 759-1792 or 7539261.
Creative Arts Department
of Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club
should be made today with
Blanche Titsworth,753-5828.
Baptist
River
Blood
Association WMU will meet at
7 p.m. at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly, A shower
fauthe camp will also be held:
Recovery,-Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m:- at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.

A

SO STOCK -UP NOW!!
and
SUPPORT
YOUR LOCAL ORGANIZATION

Murray-Calloway Co. Jaycees
Saturday, April 21st, 11 a.m. til Dark
& W Auto Parts "Parking Lot"
641 Hwy."South 12th St."

SOUPS
FISH FILLETS
CRAB
SCALLOPS
OYSTERS
Many other quick and ready to cook seafood delicacies
All of these items
exclusively by "TODD - SEAFOOD —
This biyearly seafood sale is being handled
are unconditionally guaranteed
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LOBSTER

GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Local visits have romantic
possibilities. A social occasion
could mean a romantic introduction. Prepare for
convivial times.
- CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Make vacation plans, but
don't shirk present duties.
Financial gain and social
success are accented. Take
advantage of opportunity.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22)444g
Romantic interests at a
distance prosper. Avoid
gambling and dubious in-.
vestments. Make plans for
future travel. Accept invitations.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
business
Confidential
meetings go well. Capitalize
on investment opportunity.
Joint ventures pay off in
dividends.
LIBRA
, Sept. 2,3 to Oct. 22) —
Be discreet at work.
Unexpected financial gain is ,
possible. Partnership affairs
are highlighted. The accent is
on togetherness.
SCORPIO
Oct. 2.3 to Nov..21)
et'
Protect valuables from loss.
Higher-ups may take note of
your contributions at work.
Career progress indicated.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211)
°f
Be realistic about a
domestic situation. Creative
projects go well and romantic
especially
outings
are
favored. Make travel plans.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Be wary of gossip. Plan
home entertainments. Seek
ways to beautify living
q1iarters. Be on the lookout or
real estate opportunities.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 20 to Feb. l8)TkM
—
Capitalize on a unique
career opportunity, but be
leery abont a friend's financial tip. Write letters and keep
in touch with loved ones.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
A higher-up may be evasive.
Capitalize on -financial opportiinity. There is. the
possibility of an unexpected
gift from a friend.
YOU BORN TODDAY are
artistic and scientific. Your
original turn of mind makes
. you qualified to start new
ventures. Highly progressive,
for
concern
Your
, humanitarian movements
attracts you to politics and
public life. You
have
lendership abilities and can
fotInd new schools of thought.
Art, music, writing, and acing are other fields in which
)it can excel. You dislike
7aitine, are self-sufficient,
ind are fond of social con:ads. Your greatest success
..701nes when you broaden your
scat* and become interested
ii ,Ithe world at large.. Birthftte of: Shirley Temple
actress; Vladimir
Nabokov, author; and Lee
majors, actor.

at

Cherry Corner
Baptist Church
7 p.m. Each Night
April 22-28
Harold Greenfield
Guest
Evangelist
Rev. Harold Greenfield

LIFER

ns9

's A BLITZ!*
Sterling Silver will
never be this low
price again.

030

0/0
OFF/

riL

seafoods at the lowest possible prices
This opportunity will only come twice a year for you_t&buy the highest quality

SHRIMP'

REVIVAL

nr%

Coming To Your Community

Location:

The Murray Woman's Club will have a special Clean Up
Day for the club house and grounds on Tuesday, April 24,
starting at 10 a.m., according to Janet Ward, civic improvement chairman of the general club.
Mrs. Ward said this will be held, rain or shine. Members
should bring their own tools for work such as rake, trash
bags, dust cloths, cleaning solutions, etc.
The club is making a special effort to clean and prepare the
club house for the spring and summer season as a part of the
Civic Improvement project for the general club, according to
Mrs. Ward and Bonnie Jones, general president, who urge all.
departm.ent members to participate.

Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY, APRIL 23,
1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) Er
News from a distance may
not be exactly true, though
this is a wonderful time for
furthering romantic interests.
Enjoy yourself.
TAURUS
16;N?
di(Apr. 20 to May 20)
the
from
Moments away
crowd bring peace of mind.
PrivAte romantic meetings go
well. Deatestic interests
prosper. Contentment.

is

De

Murray Woman's Club
Plans Clean Up Day

Your Individual
Horoscope

SEAFOOD
SALE

Dates & Times:

edette

Planning session for the
Murray Unit of the National Murray-Calloway County
Hairdressers will meet at 7 Community Theatre's_„.
PET SHOCK
p.m. at the Beauty Box, "Playhouse In The Park" will
Dixieland Shopping Center. be at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
Do you know what to do if
Euple Ward of the Need Line County Public Library.
pet accidentally receives
your
will be the guest speaker. ..
an electric shock while biting
Eva Wall Mission Group of
or playing with an electrical
Pap Smear clinic will be Memorial Baptist Church will cord? According to a special,
County
meet at the home of Laura 32-page pullout guide to pet
held at the Calloway
Health Center from 1 to 3 p.m. Jennings at 2 p.m.
care in the April 24 Family
Call '753-3381 for an apCircle, first turn off the
pointment.
"Clean Up Day" will be held current, either by unplugging
by all members of the Murray the cord or removing the fuse.
Books
Great
Adult
Woman's Club at 10 a.m. This If that's not possible, stand on
Discussion Group is scheduled
Civic something dry (newspaper,
special
a
is
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
Improvement program of the rubber mat,etc.) and push the
Calloway Public Library.
club.
animal away from the cord
with- a pole or pull your pet
open
will
be
Center
Ellis
Monday,April 23
by looping a dry rope
away
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
Hazel Community Center
its legs. The article
around
the
Murray
by
activities
will open at 11 a.m. for acSenior Citizens including warns not to touch the animal
tivities by the Hazel Senior
devotion at 10:05 a.m., while it is still in contact with
Citizens.
Murray-Calloway County the current.
Tuesday, April 24
program at 10:30
Library
Dexter Senior Citizens will
at noon, and
luncheon
am.,
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
band practice at 1 p.m.
Center.

TRUCKLOAD

Sponsored By

Tuesday, April 24
Tuesday, April 24
Tau Phi lambda Sorority of
Murray State University
Honor Society in Nursing will the Woodmen of the World will
hold its annual installation of meet at the home of Linda
officers and induction of new Fain at 7:30 p.m.
niembers at 6 p.m. at the
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Bible Journaling Class of
Annual President's Honor First Christian Church will
Concert by the Murray State meet at the home of Corinne
Wind Sinfonietta and the McNutt, 712 Main Street, at
Symphonic Band with William 7:30p.m.
Cohlineyer as guest conductor
Hazel Community Center
will be at 8:15 p.m. at Lovett
be open for activities by
will
Auditorium.
the Hazel Senior Citizens with
will
Murray TOPS Club
lunch at 11:45 a.m. and table
meet at-7 p.m. at the Health
games and tr.nd work at 12:15
Center.
p.m.

Yes,60% OFF Open Stock on Selected

flatware patterns.

new
PATTIIIS
141
SCI

Suggested
mall price

Chamtlly
OMAN
Old Master

NS
ra
:
ICitill

$218.75

$87.50

$240.00

$86.00

s276.50

$110.60

$218.75

$87.50

75
;
$218
$2350

87.50

King Richard
"Wi

TSWLE
Buttercup
Mule
King Edward

vi6i

NUM

Strausbourg

$

OMAN
,J

I

'Limited

''''‘
IfteNta.04M414"m
• -'

Blitz Offer
Good Only
Through
Saturday

APRIL
28thAlso
a tremendous

And Our usual 50%
on Open Stock on all other
companies, patterns and piexes.

PHONE & MAIL ORDERS Good through April
28 only.
NO TAX for out-of-state residents
BRIDES who register during the "BLITZ"
will receive FREE a bride's knife in her
pattern (if available)

Holloware

at greatly
reduced prices

amount of /

Phone and Mail Orders
WELCOME!
502/443-3099_

HANNAN'S

HOUSE of

SILVER

P. 0. Box 925•208 lone Oak Rd.•Paducay, Ky. 42001
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EDITORIAL

It's Industry
Appreciation Week

Echoes From The Past
genealogitsal-il Column of historical and
anecdotes. stories and family notes. 0

The Fort
Campbell Project

thtr
you have

it mad e
Vou're
not
ThitIMNGs
Copley News 8OrtiiC111

— The Donaldson Company
Other states have since
has established a muffler
followed our lead, but it was
in
operation
production
Kentucky that first set aside a
InNorris
and
ville,
Nicholas
week in honor of industry. That
dustries will make molded
was fifteen years ago.
plastic products in the same
In the ensuing years there
city.
have been ups and downs in the
— Sprague Meter Division of
state and national economy,
is/prodUcing gas
Textron
but Kentucky industries have
in Owenton.
rs
regulato
and
survived the downturns
ial fasteners
industr
An
—
and
have continued to profit
on center of
stributi
y-di
assembl
Departgrow. According to
of Olin
Division
fiamset
the
428
figures,
ment of Commerce
addition
an
be
will
tion
Corpora
began
1978
Kentucky plants in
to the industrial economy of
epansion programs that will
Paris.
cost almost $384. million.
Among the new plants any
capacit
on
producti
Enlarged
nounced in 1978 are additional
will create the need for nearly
Kentucky operations of com5,000 new workers. This follows
panies presently producing in
a trend of the past few years in
the state. Included in this group
which expansions of existing inare Holley Carburetor Division,
dustries have dominated the
which is building a new 400state's industrial growth picemployee plant in Bowling
ture.
Green; another plant of
The 47 new industries gained
Dayton-Walther Corporation in
in 1978 will employ 3,070
Carrollton, to make ductile iron
initially, and barring un; another U.S. Shoe
castings
foreseen reverses in the
in
factory
tion
Corpora
ineconomy, that number will
second
a
;
gsburg
Flemin
full
crease substantially when
Plymouth Tube Company wire
production is reached, acdrawing operation in Hopkinies'
cording to the compan
a second U.S. Tobacco
sville;
will
plants
projections. The new
y plant in Hopkinsville,
Compan
ent
investm
represent a capital
to make snuff "flour."
one
this
of $160.5 million.
new Visumatic Ina
Also,
big
very
some
There are
dustrial Products plant is now
names in American industry inin operation at Irvine.
cluded among the newcomers,
Some of these new plants will
g:
includin
not be in production for another
— A General Motors Coryear-or even longer—so the full
automotive
poration
in , impact of 1978 developments
center
distribution
will be felt in the years ahead.
Carrollton, the first G.M.
Throughout 1978 Kentucky's
facility in Kentucky.
y remained healthy.
econom
— The Borg-Warner Morse
m employment, at
Nonfar
Chain Division., which will
, reached-an all-time
1,253,800
operate a distribution center
the end of the third
athigh
and assembly plant in the NorThe fall unem.
quarter
ial
thern Kentucky Industr
stood at 4.5 to 4.7
rate
t
ploymen
Park.
industrial
strong
A
cent.
per
of
'
plant
—` A $13 million
,of
nucleuseconomy forms the
Brown Printing Company will
growth
the balanced and steady
soon be printing magazines and
that produced broad economic
.
location
n
Frankli
a
catalogs at
benefits, including 'increased
— The Campbell-Hausfeld
retail sales and higher personal
Group chose Leitchfield for a
income for Kentuckians, during
new air compressor plant.
1978.
— Kentucky Steel Holdings,
We are proud of all of our ina partnership of Western Steel
in Calloway County
dustries
Inand
International
each of them, their
salute
and
tercontinental Metals, willand employes,
hip
leaders
build an integrated steel mill at
week.
special
this
during
Calvert City.

vou

Looking Back
convention held at the Holiday Inn,
Murray, were Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.,
state treasurer, and Mrs. Henry
MtKenzie, state delegate to the
Supreme Chapter P. E.0. convention in
Des Moines, Iowa.
- Kathy Stubblefield, Debbie Dixon,
Carolyn Venable, Carol Darnell,
Elizabeth Nance, Mark James, James
Stom, Max Cleaver, Cynthia Cooper,
Danny Chapman, Jana Harrison,
Debra.Mitchell, Arm Mathis, Glenda
Kelly, Kenneth Evitts, and Ronnie Pool
are members of the cast of the play,
"Grandma's Best Years," to be
presented by the junior class of
Calloway County High School on April
25.

20 ltars Ago
Marine Acting Sgt. Harry L Hughes,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hughes.
graduated March 28 from the Second
Marine Division's Non-Commissioried
Officers Leadership School at Camp
Lejeune, N. C.
Deaths reported include R. H.(Tony)
Thurman, 57, and Walter Seaford. C.
Ernest Madrey of Murray Route 1
has won certification of membership in
the American Tree Farm System.
Delta Sigma Affiliate of Murray State

So we, being many, are one body
in Christ, and every one members
one of another. Romans 12:5.
The unity of the church depends
on the participation of individual
members.

Letters To The Editor

Other Areas Cut, Too

10 Years Ago
The Calloway County Committee for
Better Education will hold an oper
meeting tonight at the Calloway County
High School for the purpose of
discussing the proposed new property
tax and the merger of the Murray
Independent and Calloway Cont
school districts.
Deaths reported *include Archie B
Lamb, 68.
Prof.Paul W.Shahan of the Fine Arts
Department, Murray State University,
was elected by the Alpha Chi honor
society to be Apecognized for his .outstanding contributions to the University.
Local women elected to positions with
the Kentucky P. E. 0. Sisterhood at the

Bible Thought

College will be intalled as a local
chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity May 22 to 24.
Verne Kyle, general manager of the
-Murray Manufacturing Company, has
bee named to the Board of Directors of
the Tappan Company, Mansfield, Ohio.
"Terry Kaler of Murray landed 15
crappie and two cats fishing from the
lounge at Fisherman's One Stop this
week," from the column, "Hooks and
Anglers" by Jim Harmon.

sidered a basic subject. Notonce have I
Dear Editor.
,heard cries of protest.
I have read with interest the recent
Of course the arts are important! I
well-written and comprehensive letters
feel certain that no one with whom I am
which you have published concerning
the loss of a teacher in the Murray City----acquainted could deny- that I place a
very strong emphasis on the arts in my
Schools band program. I also am
classroom as well as my personal life. I
dismayed by the necessity to cut our
know that our students receive a fine
teaching 'staff. I am impressed by the
background in the arts because all of
obvious support of band parents.
our
teachers are dedicated to teaching
At a time in our educational lives
the whole child and preparing him for a
when all around us we hear cries of
rich life.
"back to basics" I, as a teacher, quite
The point I wish to emphasize is that
naturally feel amazement, surprise,
our
school board will listen to you,
these
that
n
and eventuailly depressio
parents, because they were elected by
well-meaning parents are content to
you. Don't withdraw your support of
say nothing when an English, math,
our many fine programs but do realize
science or social studies teacher must
that we are losing staff in other areas
be released. As a teacher in the Murray
and this should also merit your consystem for the past seven years, I have
cern.
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Attend Board Meeting
Deer Editor:
The. primary reason for writing this
letter is to encourage readers who are
interested in learning more about what
is happening to the Murray School
System to attend the next regular
meeting of the Murray Board of
Education The.meeting will be held at
7:00 p.m. on April 26 in the Middle
School Auditorium, scheduled there to
provide ample space for visitors.
I, along with several other concerned
parents and citizens, attended the last
board meeting. The superintendent and
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for.verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
dd'uble-spaced Whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editqrs 'reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, April 21, the 111th
day of 1979. There are 254 days left lii
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date In 753 B.C., tradition has
it that Rome was founded by Romulus.
On this date:
In 1509, Henry VIII became King of
England, on the death of Henry VII.
In 1832, the Black Hawk Indian War
began along-the upper Mississippi.
In 1838, Texans led by Sam Houston
defeated a Mexican force in the Battle
of San Jacinto, assuring the independence of Texas.
In 1954, U.S. Air Force planes began
flying French troops from France to
Indochina to bolster the precarous
French position at Dien Bien Phu.
In 1966, surgeons in Houston made the
first implant of an artificial heart in a
human.
One year ago: Thieves broke
throught a skylight at the Pith Palace
Museum in Florence, Italy and stole a
Runs masterpiece and nine bther
priceless Flemish paintings.
Today's birthdays: Britain's Queen
Elizabeth is 53. Actor Anthony Quinn is
64. Drama critic and educator Robert
BruStein is 52.
Thought for today: Most people
would succeed in small things if they
were nOt troubled with great ambitions
- Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
American poet, 180741182.

board members appeared appreciative
of our interest and encouraged greater
interest and participation of the
community allowing better—Communication between the community
and the board.
After having read letters and "Open
Forum" in the Ledger and Times,
talked with Many parents and other
citizens of our community, and attended the April 12 board meeting, I am
more convinced than ever of the
widespread concern about the future of
some of our most outstanding programs
in the Murray School System. The April
26 meeting should provide some information and clarification to help
interpret the situation so we, as a
community, can adjust to what is
happening or proceed with whatever
actions that seem appropriate.
After attending the April 42-bear4
meeting and reading "Parents Voice
Concern about Reduction in City
Schools Staff" in the April 13 Ledger, I
have attempted to process the information that I have available and no
way can I arrive at the same inferences
as those of the superintendent and
chairman of the board. As has been
pointed out in several letters recently
appearing in the Ledger, the board has
proposed substantial cuts in the instrumental music program-including
a cut in the budget and a reduction of
the staff by one-third. Yet, Mr. Henry
stated in the April 12 meeting, quoted in
the April 13 issue of the Ledger that
"the arts mean too much to this community for us to diminish this
program." In the same article Mr.
Jeffrey stated that "The quality of our
educational program will not be hurt"..."We intend to have a program we
can look at with pride."
Actions thus far do not seem to be
consistent with these anticipated
outcomes. Perhaps the April 26 meeting
will provide insight into the apparent
inconsistency.
Sincerely,
Arvin D.,Crafton
Sycamore St., Murray.
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Muiray Business News Bdefs
KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE

18% Of State Commerce Is Tourism
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Jim invites his friends and
acquaintances to visit him at --his newly remodeled office at
403 Chestnut Street in Murray
or call him for information or
Awarded — WSW-Am recently received awards in the 1978 Kentucky Associated
assistance with your needs for
Press Broadcast competition. Pictured from left are Sam Parker, station
life, health, hospitalization, owner manager, Patti Sanders, news and Keith Farrell, news director. The awards were
disability, retirement income
given at the Hyatt Regency in Louisville.
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753-8377 home phone is 753Tappan Company, Jim said he
5402.
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WSJP News Awarded

ler

-The news department of
radio station WSJP-AM took
three top awards in the 1978
Kentucky Associated Press
Broadcast Awards Competition. The awards were
presented last week to
General Manager Sam Parker
at a meeting held in conjunction with the Kentucky
Broadcasters Association
Convention at the Hyatt
Regency in Louisville. WSJP
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for outstanding truck sales
WINNERS — Parker Ford, was recently awarded a trophy
March and were honored
last
over
increase
percent
44
a
hed
in March. They accomplis
at a country ham breakfast by Ford officials. Pictured from left are J.J. Mulloney, Fords
Louisville District light Truck mgr., Carlos Jones, Donna Pinkston, Louisville Zone
Representative, David Parker, James Parker, John Parker, Don Chrisrnan, John Hutchins,
Joe Rowland, and Ron Wright.(Bottom Row) Ed West, Paul Garland, and Larry Scott.
Not pictured is Joe Parker.

,•
Offers Reward
Tandy Corporation
._

Tandy Corporation of Fort
Worth, Texas, parent company of the Radio Shack store
chain, is offering $10,000 total
reward to the person or
persons who furnish in-
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Diego, California at about 3:30
p.m. March 19.
To qualify for the reward4
persbns with information
should contact the San Diego
Police Department, Homicide
Detail, telephone 714-236-6591
and also submit a written

tior411brt.lt II
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Tappan Shows
First Quarter Up

within
formation resulting in the claim for the rewardarrest to
apprehension, arrest and
conviction of the person or
persons who killed Radio
Shack store employee James
R. Steward, age 41, at the
Radio Shack store located at
1665 Euclid Avenue, San

Mull.ber

•

o

FDIC

thirty days after the
Radio Shack's office at 12821
Knott Street, Garden Grove,
California 92641.
Employees or franchisees of
the company, members of
their families and public officials acting within their
official capacities are not
eligible for the reward.
Any dispute arising from the
reward offer, including
allocation between claimants
of the reward, will be settled
by the American Arbitration
Association In accordance
with its rules and procedures
and its decision shall be final
and binding on all parties.

NEW AT SAGER GLOVE — Jim Moore (seated), genera(
manager of the Sager Glove Corp. based in Chicago, Ill.,
has announced the appointment of Bill Jackson as
productioa manager of Sager Glove Corp. Jackson, a
graduate of Memphis State University, comes to Sager
from White Stag in ChOcotah, Okla_ As production
manager, he assumes full responsibility for all manufacturing in Sager Glove. Parkson is married to the former
Carolyn Hornback of Louisville and they have three
children. They will reside in Murray.
1

Local Office Selected As Model
Awarded
John Smith Realtors
for the

The Murray office of John of Real Estate Services
Smith, REALTORS, The community.
The Murray office is staffed
Gallery of Homes, has been
selected by the national by Lou Ann Philpot, Janice
Gallery of Homes, Inc. of Austin, Joe Kennon, and Ron
Atlanta, Ga. aa-o model for Talent, Manager. They are
new franchisees.
also members of the MurrayCalloway County. Board of
The office is featured in the
Shadow Box display portion of
the Gallery Of Homes, Inc.
new member orientation and
was complimented for its
and
appeal
neatness,
originality.
John Smith, REALTORS,
The Gallery of Homes, is
located on Highway 641 North
in THE VILLAGE and across
the street from the Boston Tea
Party restaurant
The Murray office is one of
three John Smith, REALTOR,
The Gallery of Homes, offices
serving Western Ky. The other
offices are located in Paducah
and Gilbertsville near Ky.
Dam.
John Smith, REALTORS,
The Gallery of Homes,
provides a complete program

competed with radio stations
from across the state, and the
entries were judged by news
director John Hultmann and
his staff at WBBM, an allnews station in Chicago.
WSJP was rated first in its
class in the competition for
best locally originated,
regularly scheduled news
program five minutes or
under in leght. WSJP also took
two second place awards, one

REALTORS, and the Multiple
Listing Service.
John Smith, REALTORS,
The Gallery of Homes, extends an invitation to
everyone to visit their offices
and discuss their Real Estate
needs.

John Smith Gallery Of Homes

BOSTON — This year's first
quarter is expected to show
improved sales and earnings
over the 1978 quarter's, B.C.
Blasius, president of the
Tappan Company, told the
Boston Stockbrokers Club.
In the 1978 first quarter, net
earnings from continuing
operations amounted .to 'approximately $500,000, or 16
cents a share, on sales of $53.4
million.
Factors in improved performance and outlook include
increased sales,of energy-andtime-saving Microwave ovens
and other kitchen appliances„
Blasius said. Also the corn-

pany has stressed producistyling and marketing for the
replacement market so that
only $20 percent of sales are
tied to new housing in contrast
to more than 50 percent some
years ago.
Blasius cited Tappan's
improved balance sheet.
During 1978, the company
'decreased long term debt $11.1
million to $30.6 million, and
eliminated short term debt of
$7.5 million.
Tappan, with headquarters
in Mansfield, Ohio, makes
microwave ovens, major
kitchen appliances, kitchen
bathroom
cabinets and
vanities.

in best locally originated;
revarly scheduled news
prMipn over five minutes in
length, and the other in best
public affairs showing public
interest and community involvment. The latter was
based on the station's public
affairs program, "We Hear
You," a 15-minute interview
show which airs Monday
through Friday. - Since WSJP
has been in operation only
since September 12, 1978, it
was not eligible this year for
Conthe "Outstanding
tribution". certificates
awarded to the top five
stations in -total- number of
news stories submitted
However, in the period between December 1, 1978, and
February 15, 1979, WSJP
submitted 72 stories to the AP
wire, topped only by WVIIC in
Lexington.
News DireacifKeith Farrellsaid that the early, success of
the department, stems from
the three-man news staff,
consisting of Farrell, Parker,
and Patti Sanders. He said the
team is constantly on the go,
covering everything that
happens in Murray and much
of Calloway County. Parker
added that the news van,
which allows remote "on-thespot" broadcasts, is an invaluable asset.

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our
Congratulations
to
Vic Milner
Parker Ford
Jim Payne
WSJP
Bill Jackson
'John Smith REALTORS
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Racers Surprise Simmons,
Take KWIC Championship
It all came 'down to one
event, and Karen Harding
knew what she had to do.
.
She had to run a good time
in the 800 meters," said
Murray State women's track
coach- Margaret Simmons.
Harding, a sophomore entered
in the pentathlon competition,
did just that to place second in
the event.
Her finish gave the Racers a
three-point margin for the
championship of the Kentucky
Women's
Intercollegiate
Conference championship at
Roy
Stewart
Stadium
yesterday.
The victory, the second time
a Murray team has won the
event but the first time since
1974, shaded
runnerup
Eastern Kentucky. The
Colonels' total of 14f1 was just
three points shy of Murray's
meet-winning total. Western
Kentucky was third with 133

and Kentucky was fourth with
112.
The KWIC involves all the
Kentucky universities.
-It totally surprised me,"
said Simmons. "Because we
don't have a star on our team.
We did it with our depth."
Indeed. Though the Racers
had jUst four firsts, they
grabbed 27 places in the 20
events. The only double
winner for Murray was Cheryl
Glore, who won the 400-meter
dash in 59.6 seconds and the
200-meter dash in 25.1 — both
school records, says Simmons,
Other firsts for the Racers
came from Betty Fox in the
100-meter dash (14.54) and
Allison Manley in the long
jump )19-0'2.).
"I'vq got a gutsy group of
kids," Simmons said. "I don't
have the- first-place finishers
on this team. But everyone

pulls for everyone else."
After winning the KWIC in
1974, the Racers had followed
with seconds in '75 and '76,
Team Scores Murray 151, Eastern Ky
143, Western Ky 133, Kentucky 112,
Morehead 67. Louisville 6, Asbury 4,
Centre 0
Key Vise-leeks - - Murray Mu). Eastern
Kentucky 1E
E. Western Wi, Kentucky
'Kt, Morehead Mo
Louisville ILI,
Asbury A), Centre .
Tap 3 Places &Woodier Murray ai
50* METERS - McCartRI
hy V
13:421; Renner 1E), 1911.3; Cala o
(Mu., 19 421
HIGH JUMP - McCoy El, 5-9;
Farrand Mu), 5.4, Martley Mut, 5-7.
441 RELAY - Western. 476: Murray.
473. Eastern Kentucky, 46.0,
111.11/1 METERS - Gaston E 1, 37:41.0;
Renner E. 36 43 23, Will t I, 3921.0,
Calabro Mu 6th, 40 04.0
SHOT- Patrick K 1,
Fogel IX
40-ei. Waters K.
39-4
1516 METERS - Gaston 'F) 4:331;
Jones K 4 421; Slayton Mu) 443.3.
Ill-METER HURDLES - Fox Mu),
14 54, Foster ,E), 146; Wilson . Mu), 1468. Manley . Mut, 4111, 14.73.
409METER_DASH - Clore Mu t, 56.9;
Jones Wi, 57.2; McCoy iFt, 57.4; Holmes
Mut, 4th, 57.9
Ill-METER DASH
Bradley . W

col
sei
Mt
as

re
Sc
Po

fourth in 1977 and fifth last
year — marking a virtual
rags-to-riches comeback from
a year ago.
11.96; Thomas 19/), nig:Gay(W),1:1;
Williams Mut, 4th, 12.0.
LONG JUMP - Manley IMUIr lk-s;
Guenn
111.4,
.., McFarland 114m. .$2's; Williams Mu). 11-0, 4th.
IR METERS - Stith 1W).2 16-61 J.res
1.RI. 2 119, Slayton !Mu, 2.111.
435-METER HURDLES - Jones Wi.
61.2, Snivel (El. 61.5; Amos (E!. 631.
Gates Mu 5th. 56 11, Fox Mu), 6th. r•1
NI METER DASH - Glare )Mu) V.
McCoy 1E), 235, Thomas MI, t7;
Williams Mu), Sth, 25.9.
JAVELIN - Geislr IE),rn 132-1;
,
;
Kopey Li. 114-1I: Waters (Kt, 11113-i.
Me METERS -- McCarthy
10.10.0; Witt K ), 10.42.5; Painter
11 47.3; Beckman Mu), Ith, 11 54,
Macy Mu), 5th, 11192.
NM-MEDLEY RELAY
1,47.2; Murray, 1434; Morehead, I
1-MILE RELAY - Western, 9 :5.
Eastern, 9-21.3; Kentucky, 9.4:i.
Mip-ray, 4th. 9494
RILE RELAY - Western, 3 552.
Eastern, 3:S5 9; Murray, 4:01.3.
DISCUS - Patrick 1K), 113,
Willmgton )W), 125-0; Byrne . Mot. 1:5-2,
Oberhausen Mu). 4th, 1164.
PENTATHALON
Odern
1, 33st
Harding Mu), 3300; Brown .1(), 323- 5
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Murray State's Betty Fox clears a
hurdle during her first-place finish
in the 100-meter hurdles during yesterday's
tucky Women's Intercollegiate
KenConference Championships at Roy
Stewart Stadium. The Racers won the meet for
time since 1974.
the first

Singieton Hammers Ccadweil
With Bat, Words; Angels Win

six shots.
In the other second-round
playoff game,the Kansas City
Kings clobbered the Phoenix
Suns 111-91 to even-that series
at one victory apiece.
All four series resume
Sunday.
Kupchak's points came as
the Bullets pulled away from a
69:69-tie with an 12-4 burst late
in the final period. Elvin
Hayes led the Bullets with 19
points and 14 rebounds.
"It wasn't an easy win,"
said Dick Motta, coach of the
Bullets. "My armpits are
clear down to my belly button
now."
-We beat ourselves in our
own gym with only 77 points,
37 percent shooting and 20
turnovers," said
Hubie
Brown, coach of the Hawks.
"I'm so exasperated. Going on
the road doesn't mean
anything to.them. They are a
proven team."
In the regular season,
Atlanta's 34-7 home record
was the best in the NBA — but
Washington's 23-18 road
record was also the best in the
league.

The 76ers outscrored the gave Boone his first shot,
ar
Spurs 12-2 at the start of the the sec.pnd came
when
fourth quarter to lead 99-90. Sonics called
an illega
San Antario rallied to reduce timeout. Abdu
l-Jabbam
the margin to 107-105 with 3:52 meanwhile, sank
the tYt•)
remaining on a pair of free' personals.
BY KEN RAPPOPORT
in 16 innings. The Seattle- over „Oakl
throws by James Silas, who
and, the Angels'
AP Sports Writer
Minnesota game was post- ninth straight
-- The Lakers had rallied from
scored 32 points in the game.
victory. The
Mike Caldwell stares at poned becau
se of cold Angels sewed it up with a
The 6-foot-11 I•2 Dawkin,s, a six-point deficit in the fins. batters after they
hit home weather.
three-run fifth keyed by
who had contributed only four 1:55 of regulation play. After runs off him
because "he likes
l'areW's RBI single.
points through the first three Dennis Johnson's 20-f))t to remember
them." Now
Angels 7, A's 4
periods, suddenly got hot and jumper gave the Sonics a 105- he'll have good
reason to
'Rod Carew had three hits
Yankees 5, Rangers 3
personally outscored San 99 lead, Los Angeles scored remember Ken
Singleton — and drove in two runs
the
And
next eight points, the fina: and not
"Thurman Munson hit a pair
Antonio 10-4 to put the game
only for what he did, Willie Mays Aiken
s blasted a- -of run-scoring singles and Ed
out of reach. Dawkins had 14 two on an Abdul-Jabbar but what he said.
home rim to lead California
skyho
ok,
Figueroa and Dick Tidrow
to go ahead 107-1k
points and seven rebounds in
with 35 seeonds remaining
the final Period.
American League'
Gus Williams' jumper
Erving shot 15 of 23 from the
•
field 3,nd nine _of 12 from..the_ 19 seconds to play evened it kat
• Notanly -did-Singleton blast
107-10
7
and
- Jamaat Wilkes of a tie-breaking
foul line. In addition, he gave
homer off the
Dawkins a pep 'talk at half- the Lakers missed an .41- Milwaukee pitch
er in the fifth
baiance 20-footer at the
time.
inning Friday night to lead the
Abdul-Jabbar and Ron buzzer.
Baltimore Orioles to a 6-3
Boone each sank two free
Kansas City guard Otis triumph, he also applied a
throws with four seconds left Birdsong
scored 13 of his 23,_, needle:
in the fiveminute overtime to points
MAYFIELD — Brian Crall the Gold's outs
"He sure' must remember a
in the first quarter 'as
tand4 ofclinch the Lakers' victory'.
the Kings raced to a 35-21 lead lot of guys," said .Singleton kicked a 33-yard field goal, fensive player
after rushing
. The Sonics trailed 114-112 over
Phdenix, which never got after hearing of Caldwell's then passed for the touchdown for 38 yards on eight carries
when Dennis Johnson missed closer
that gave the Gold a 10-3 and catch
than -eight points after practice.
ing a 31-yard pass.
a . 20-footer from the left that. The
The pitcher had an ex- sudden-death victory over the Tony Boone was
Kings shot 58 perthe out-corner. Abdul-Jabbar grabbed cent from
Blue in the first of three public standing defens
the field in the first planation for his sharp looks.
ive player for
the rebound and was fouled quarterand
51 percent for the - "I,do it for three reasons," Murray State spring football the squad.
with four seconds to go. A game
scrimmages last night.
and committed just 14 said the Milwaukee pitcher.
Jerry Powell grabbed four
technical f_oulon John Johson turnovers
Make sure the batter touches
to 28 by Phoenix
The two teams battled to a passes for 55 yards to earn
every
I want to
scoreless tie after regulation MVP offensive honors.for the
remember who hit the ball and
play, and each was given Gold. Terry Love was the
I don't want to jusi'stand out
possession of the ball on its .10- outstanding defensive player.
on the mound and sulk,"
Ricky -Ray, the Racers'.No.
yArd line with four downs to
Caldwell's dirty looks have
1 quarterback and the starter
score.
stirred up a fuss among the
for the Blue, hit on 12 of 24
After Crall's kick for a 3-0 passes for 115
Orioles
who had comyards. He had
plained when the pitcher did Gold lead, the Blue's Jim three passes picke
d off.
the same thing after an Eddie McAfee booted a 20-yarder to
Murray's next scrimmage is
Murray home run last week in knot the score.
scheduled for Friday at
By the Associated Press
George Turnley was named Benton.
medalist is quick to add that Milwaukee.
•
NEW YORK — Howard he wants a
"Kenny (Singleton t -gave
title fight under his
Davis wants a crack at the terms.
me a vicious look like I was
lightweight championship now
Davis, 1341z pounder from going to jump him or
that he has run his undefeated Glen
Cove, N.Y., scored the something, and that's OK,streak to 10.
fourth knockout of his
said Caldwell. "Maybe hell
pro
And the 1976 Olympic' gold career
Friday night by think I'm going to throw at
him next time."
stopping Giancarlo
P."...
Orner Leads Indiana 132'2, tne Italian champ,Usai,
In other American League
with
action, the California Angels
a left-right combination
at 28
Over Ky. All-Stars seconds of the third round at defeated the Oakland A's 7-4;
the New York Yankees
Madison Square Garden's
Felt
defeated the Texas Rangers 5Forum.
By the Associated Press
3; the Boston Red Sox stopped
INDIANAPOLIS — • Tom
Meanwhile, Leo Randolph
of
Orner scored eight points
the Kansas City...Royals 972..
Tacoma, Wash, the
1976
Detroit Tigers beat the
including four free throws, for Olympic flyweight
champion, the
Toronto Blue Jays 7-2 and the
Indiana in the last three suffered his first loss
aftes
Chicago - -White Sox turned
minutes to lead the Hoosier eight wins as a pro.
back the Cleveland Indians 4-2
squad over their rivals from
Dave Capo of New
York,
Kentucky 94-92 in the first 120, gained a split decison
over
game of the two-game Randolph, who had a
slight
Indiana-Kentucky College All- weight advantage at
121'1.
Star basketball game.
The referee, Herb
Karowitz,
The series' second game is and judge Eva Shamn
. each
scheduled for 2 p.m. EST scored it 5-3 in favor of
Capri,
Sunday at Bellarmine College while Artie Aidila, the
other
in Louisville.
judge, 'called it 0-2 - for
Randolph
Orner, a 5-foot-9 guard from
.
RICHMOND, Ky. — Murray
Butler University, accounted
"There's nowhere for
met() State stands in third place
for 16 points in'Friday's game, go but a title fight.
" ex- after 36 holes of the Kentucky
which broke Kentucky's eight- claimed Davis, who
Conference
collected Intercollegiate
game winning string in the $185,000 for the wireas
part of golf tournament. The Racers'
serieg -Which benefits the his contract with('BS-TV.
578 total trails Eastern
Sertoma Charities.
"I want to fight Jim Watt
Kentucky (5551 and the
of
Cortez Collins of Indiana Scotland, who won the
world Universityof Kentucky (574 ).
State-Evansville led the championship earlier in
the
Other schools in the event
Hoosiers with 20 points. Three week), but I won't go
to his are I,ouisville 594), Western
other Indiana players scored country.
Kentucky. (594) and Morehead
in double figures. Dave
"The fight has to bc in
the [596). The final 18 holes were
Available at the door or in advance
Downey of St. Joseph's had 13, U.S. or some other
coun- played toddy.
from one of the following
Ball State's Jim Hahn'added try...There's no doubt
Carroll Volkswagen
in m v .Dane Jaer of Eastern leads
Mrs. Phyllis D'Angelo
11 and Neil Bemenderfer from mind that I'm ready
Evelyn's Beauty Shop
for the the competition with a sixD.Burton Young
Piirdue came up with 10.
shot. I've reached the
Tom
Rushing at Bank of Murray
plat
under-par total of 138,
Hugh R. Miller
T. The Kentucky All-Stars, to go for all."
Twin lakes Office Supply
Bryan MCDonalci paced the
who led at halftime 53-52, were
Davis expected the
be Dyer
Dr. Dick Stout's Office
with
72-71-143,
Racers
toughest
Or, Ben Humphreys
led by iten Elliott of Eastern fight of his career
followed by Larry Patton, 74Attorney Harold Hurt's Office
agains
t
Kentucky and Greg Jackson of Us-ai, who hails from
W.A. Franklin
4.144; Bill Berg, 10-75-145;
Mrs. Betty Lorry
Western Kentucky, who each Italy. and Who earned Genoa, 7
Pete
Lancaster
$13,000
Toni Fischer, 76-72-148; and
Paid For By Richard Lewis for
scored 17 points.
for the dbfeat.
1.1 Gov -Martin Johnson. Tres.*
Martifl, 74-78-152.

Crall Propels
Gold Over Blue

Howard Davis
Wants A Shot

Captain D's
FISH DINNER

Agt

16Oz.
soft drink

MSU Golfers
In 3rd Place;
Final 18 Today

only
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Honoring A Naive
West Kentuckian

RICHARD H.LEWIS
Democratic Candidate for

Lieutenant Governor

9 a.m. Colonial Smorgasbord.

U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray
Tickets
$10 per person - $15 per couple $2.50 per child

11011

San
Los
Allan

Red Sox 9, Royals 2
Carl Yaztrzeraski drove in
three runs with his 386th
career homer, a single and a
double to lead Boston over
Kansas City. Yastrzemsk
who will be 40 in August, also
drew an intentional walk as
the Red Sok gained the victory
behind the stout relief pitching
of*Andy Hassler.

in the May 29 Prirnarii Election

You getfrench fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!

•

combined on a four-hitter to
pace New York over Texas.
Sensational fielding plays by
third baseman Graig Nettles
and center felder Mickey
Rivers helped Figueroa spin a
no-hitter until Al Oliver drilled
a runscoring double in the
sixth.

Join Us
For Breakfast
April 28

40.

ALL YOU CAN EAT

FREE!

H. • .
San

Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

Bullets, Lakers, 76ers Win Playoff Games
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The Washington Bullets are
back in command — and the
Philadelphia 76ers and Los
- Angeles Lakers are back in
contentidh — in the National
BasketballAssociation
playoffs.
Mitch Kupchak scored five
points in a 21.2-minute stretch
of the fourth quarter to help
Washington beat the Atlanta'
* Hawks 89-77 Friday night. The
victory snapped Atlanta's 17game hornecourt winning
streak, gave the Bullets a 2-1
lead in the best-of-seven series
and regained their homecourt
advantage for the set.
Philadelphia, which lost its
first two games at San
Antonio, bounced back at
home by beating the Spurs 123115 behind 39 points by Julius
Erving and a big fourth
quarter by Darryl Dawkins.
Los Angeles, which lost
twice at Seattle earlier this
week, came home and outscored the Sonics 11-5 in
overtime to win 118-112 as
center Kareem -Abdul-Jabbar
scored 32 points and blocked

A

Charles' Walston
kopperud Realty
Mrs. Ellen Harrell
Dr. Chad Stewart
George Stockton
Joe Bekher
Mrs. Dan (Pat) Miller
Mrs.)en Harrell
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Altobelli Erases Signal;
Beamer Joins MSU Staff McCovey Slaps Key RBI
Replaces John Sullivan

Frank Beamer, assistant
coach at The Citadel for six
seasons, has joined the
Murray State football staff
as defensive coordinator.
Beamer replaces John
Sullivan, who recently
resigned to accept a high
administrative
school
position.
Beamer,32, is a native of
Hillsville, Va. and has
served the past two years
as defensive coordinator at
The Citadel with primary
responsibility of the ends
and linebackers.
"Frank comes to us
highly recommended as an
hard
intelligent and
working coach," said
Racer head Coach Mike
Gottfried. "He's a gentleman and a professional

FUN BeAMEN
in the way he assumes his
responsibilities and will IN
a real credit to the Murray

his master's degree from
Ragford ( Va.) College in
1972.
Beamer was highly
by
recommended
Maryland head coach
Jerry Claiborne and Bobby
Ross,former head coach at
The Otadel and currently
an assistant with the
Kansas City Chiefs.
-He's a very dedicated
coach with a good understanding of defensive
said
philosopby,"
Claiborne. "He's also one
of the true gentlemen of the
profession."
"I would rank him as one
of the finest young coaches
in the country," said Ross.
"Murray State is very
fortunate to have Frank on
its staff."

State football program." .
Beamer served three
seasons (1969-71 ) as an
assistant coach at Radford
(Va.) High School and one
year as a graduate
assistant at the University
of Maryland prior to
joining The Citadel staff in
1973 as coach of the
defensive backs.
'Aui all-state football
player at Hillsville (Va. I
High School, Beamer was a
three-year letterman and
team_ captain his senior
year at'Virginia Tech. He
was also selected to the AllBig 5, an honor squad
consisting of top collegiate
players in Virginia.
Beamer earned his
bachelor's degree from
Virginia Tech in 1969 and
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NATIONAL LEAGUE
'EAST
Pet. GS
L
W
727 —
3
II
Montreal
ki
700
3
7
Philadelphia
455
3
6
5
Louis
364
.400
6
4
Chicago
44
333
4
Pittsburgh
414
NO
7
3
New York
WEST
714
4
10
Houston
164'600
6
9
San Frenetic°
2
571
6
6
Clncinnati
364
467
8
7
San Diego
446
9
6
Lcs Angeles
)541
308
9
4
Atlanta
Friday's Games
Chicago 8, Montreal 5
San Diego 7. Atlanta 4
Philadelphia I. New York 0
Houston 5. Pittabargh 4, 10 mrungs
Cincinnati 10, St Louis 3
San Francisco 3, Los Angeles 2
Sobarday's Games
Montreal I Schatxeder 0-0 ; at Chicago
(Krukow 0-1)
Les Angeles (Houton 0-2) at San Francine° )Knepper 1-1
San Diego Rasmussen 0-2 ) at Atlanta
(Solomon 1-1), In)
New York Allen 0-11 at Philadelphia
(Espinosa 1-01. nt
CMcinnati (La Coin 0-01 at StLows
(Martinez 0-01, In)
Pittsburgh (Blyleven 0-21 at Houston
tForsch 3-0). In)
Sanday's Games
New York at Philadelphia
Montreal at Chicago
San Diego at Atlanta
Cincinnati at 06 Louis
Pittsburgh at Houston
Las Angeles at San FrancLu-a
Menday's Games
Los Angeles at Philadelphia. r.
_St_ Louis at Atlanta, ) n )

AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet. GB
L
W
.636
7
4
Boston
615
5
8
New York
'es
5
.563
7
Milwaukee
1
.556
4
5
Detroit
3
385
8
5
Baltimore
34
.133
II
4
Toronto
4
273
8
3
Cleveland
WEST
800
3
12
California
144
700
7
3
Texas
Tes
7
5
563
Minnesota
414
6
500
6
(Toots°
5
6
455
5
Kansas City
64
357
9
5
Seattle
8
367
11
1
(1akland
Friday's Games
Detroit 7. Toronto 2
Boston 9, Kansas City 2 .
Baltimore 6, Milwaukee 3
Chicago 4, Cleveland 2, 10 innings
New York 5. Texas 3
Seattle at Minnesota, ppd , rain
California 7, Oakland 4
Santrday's Games
Milwaukee ;Travers 0-0) at Baltimore
Stewart (1-1)
Kansas City )Guna It ) at Boston )Stanley 0-1;
Texas Jenkins 3-0)- at New York
Hunter 0-0)
Chicago Baumgarten 0-0) at Cleveland
(Garland 0.0;
Seattle Bannister 1-1 I at Minnesota
(Kooarnan 3-0;
Hultman 1-01 at Detroit
Toronto
) Young 041
Oakland )Keough 0-1i at California
rRyan 2-1r. ) n)
" Sunday's Games
Toronto at Detroit
Milwaukee at Baltimore. 2
Kansas City at Boston
Texas at-New York

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Thompson, Chi.
BATTING (20 at bats
476; *Infield, SD,.424; Maezilli, NY,.419;
Foster, Cin, .411; Griffey, tin, .400.
RUNS—Puhl, Htn, 13; JCria, Htn, 12; II
Tied With It
RBI—Foster, CM, 16; Kingman. chi, 141
Dnessen, (In, 14; JCruz, Htn, 14; Mirnand:, StL, 12; MacUock, SF, 11
H1TS—Winfield,SD, 25; Faster, Cin, 23;
Griffey, CM, 22; Puhl,
Concepcn, Cin,
Russell, LA,20; Whitfield, SF, 20
Htn,
DOUBLES—Griffey, CM, 8; Reitz, StL,
6; Morgan, CM, 6; Whitfield, SF, 6;
Klirnanckt, StL, 5; Winfield, SD, 5.
TFtIPIES— Moreno, Pgh,2; TScott, Stl„
2; Concepcn, CM, 2; Winfield, SD, 2;
Whitfield. SF, 2.
HOME RUNS—Murphy, AtI, 6;
Kingman, Chi, 4; Schmidt, Phi, 4; Flonnell,
AU. 4; 5 Tied With 1. .
STOLEN BASES--Cabell,Htn, 7; JCruz,
Htn, 7: Moreno, Pgh. 6; Royster, At).
PuN, Htn, 5.
Blue, SF, 4-0,
PITCHING f 2 Decisions
LIMO. 4.37; Ruthven, Phi, 1-0, 1.000, 1.75;
KForach, litn, 3-0, 1.000, 0.67; Richard,
Htn, 3-0, 1.000 2.51 ; Palmer, Mt!, TO. 1.000.
2.35: Zachry,,NY, 2-0, 1.000, 3.18; Welth,
IA, 10. LOGO, 184; Perry, SD, 2-0. 1.000.

NHL Playoffs
tioareer-flaal Resod
Best-al-Se ye, Series
Series 'E'
Game 1
New York Islanders 6, Chicago 2
Game
New York Islanders 1, Chicago 0. OT
Priday's Game
•
New Tort Islanders 4. Chicago 0
Suedley's Game
New York islanders at Chicago
Tuesday April 24
Chicago at New York Islanders, if nec'wary
Thursday April 26
New Tort Islanders at Chicago, if nee.
;wary
Saturday. April 21 or Sunday. April 21
Chicago at New York Islanders. TBA, if
)ecessary

NBA Playoffs

League Leaders

Baseball Standings

--Series 'r
Game 1
Montreal 5, Toronto 2
Game 2
Montreal S. Toronto 1
Saturday's•Ganie
Montreal at Toronto
Sanday's Game
Montreal at Toronto
Series 'G'
Game 1
Boston 6, Pittsburgh 2
Genie 2
Roston 4, Pittsburgh 3
Saturday's Game
Boston at Pittsburgh, 1 p m
Sunday's Game
Boston at Pittsburgh

Second Reand
Best of Seven Series
Eastern Coolerence
Game 1
San Antonio 119, Philadelphia 106
Garnet
San Antonio 121, Philadelphia 120
Friday's Game
Philadelphia 123:San Antonio 115
Sunday's Game
San Antonio at Philadelphia
Illursday, Aprn 21
Philadelphia at San Antonio In), if necessary
Sunday, April 21
San Antonio at Philadelphia, d necessary
Wednesday, May 2
Philadelphia at San Antall()(n), If necessary

2.52.
STRDCEOUTS—Richard, HM:34; Blue,
SF, 20, Seaver, C4n, 19: Knepper. SF, 19.
Mein, Pgh, 18.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (20 at bats)— Trammell, Oat,
.476; Squires. Chi, .456; AOliver, Tex,.447;
Cooper, Mil, .436; ABannistr, Chi, .432.
RUNS--Lansford, Cal, 14; Cooper, Mil,
13; Carew. Cal. 11; Downing, Cal, 12; 6
Tied With 11.
itfil—Baylor, Cal, 18.: Cooper, Mil. IS,
Lynn, Ban, 13; Porter, KC, 13; Bodge.
Sea, 13.
HITS--Caren, eel, 13; Lansford. Cal,
2:1! Downing, Cal, U.:Bodge, Sea. 22;
Cooper, Mil, 21; liernon. Chi, 21.
DOUBLES—Downing, Cal, 7; Cooper,
Mil, 6; Hide, Mil, 6; Lemon, (ii, 6;
CWashgth, Chi, 6.
TRIP1ES—RMiller, Cal, 2: Norwood,
Mirk, 2; 31 'Tied With 1
HOME RUNS—Lynn, Ban, 6; Cooper,
MU.S. Aiken& Cal, 5; Grids, Cal,5; 7 Tied
With 3.
STOLEN BASES—Randolph, NY, 7,
liartah, Cle, 6; JCruz, Sea,6; Bonds, Cle,
5; Manning,- Cie, 5: JNorris. Cle, 5
PITCHING ;2 Decisions; — John, NY, 30, 1.000, 076. Wortharn, Chi, 3-0, LOX,
2.59; Jenkins, Tex, 3-0, 1 000, 1.99; Drage,
1.000.
Ban, 2-0, 1.000,2.06, Wilcox, Det,
4.12; McClure, Mil, 2-0, 1.000, 245; Aase,
2-0.
KC,
ERodrigez,
Cal, 2-0, 1460. 3.57;
1 000, 9 00.
Ciii, 23,
STRI/CEOUTS—Wortham.
Ryan, Cal, 21; Jenkins, Tex, 21; Caldwe0,
17.
Mil, 17: Jones, Sea.

Game 1
Washington 103, Atlanta 69
Game!
Atlanta 107. Washington 99
Friday's Game
Washington 89, Atlanta 77
Sunday's Game
Washington at Atlanta
Tuesday, April 24
Atlanta at Washington In)
Thursday, April 29
Washington at Atlanta (n), if necessary
Sunday, April 21
Atlanta at Washington,if necessary

By BRUCE LOW ITT
AP Sports Writer
For two pitches, San
Francisco Manager flashed
the bunt sign to Willie
McCovey. Then he came to his
senses — and Willie came
through.
National League
Jack Clark, who had led off
the bottom of the ninth inning
Friday night with a routine
&under to Bill lilissell, was
on second base, compliments
of the Los Angeles shortstop's
throwing error. Then the 41year-old McCovey, making his
first start of the season,
strolled to the plate.
Dodgers Manager Tom
Lasorda made no move to
walk him intentionally, so
the
Giants'
Altobelli,
manager, made his first
move, signaling McCovey to
sacrifice Clark to third.
"He's given me the bunt
sign more times than all my
other managers combined,"
McCovey said."I was ready to
bunt — but I can't guarahtee
yOU how good it would have
been...He's the kind of
manager who would order a
bunt no matter who was up

Mestere Caderence
Tuesday's Genie
Kansas City 99
102,
Phoenix
Friday's Game
Kansas City III, Phoenix 91
Snaday'i Game
-Kansas City at Phoenix
Wednesday, April 25
Phoenix at Kansas City ) n
Friday, April 27
Kansas City at Phoenix, TBA, if necesftt7
Say,April 29
Phoenix at Kansas City, if necessary
Tuesday. May 1
'Kansas City at Phoenix, (n), if necessary
Tuesday's Game
. Seattle 112, Los Angeles 101
Wednesday's Game
Seattle 106, Los Angeles 103,01
Friday's Game
Los Angeles 118. Seattle 112, OT
Sunday's Game
Seattle at ton Angeles
Wednesday, April 25
Los Angeles at Seattle. ) n ), if necessary
Friday, April 27
Seattle at los Angeles, TBA, if necesnary

%May. April 29
Las Angeles at Seattle, if necessary

I, Of
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Watson Fires A 66 For TC Lead
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif.
— Tom Watson says he's "still
riding a Masters high."
And that emotional state has
• helped propel him to a
spectacular, 6-under-par 66
and a 3-shot lead halfway
through golf's prestigious
$300,000 Tournament of
Champions.
"I'm hitting a lot of good
golf shots," Watson said after
posting his 135 total. 9 shots
under par on the La Costa
Country, Club course. "I..bit
every green in regulation and
i can't remember the last time
I did that."
Bruce 1.ietzke, Who lost a
playoff to Jack Nicklaus the
only other time he appeared in
this exclusive tournament that
brings together only the
winners of PGA Tour titles

Id

P

from the last 12 months, also
had a 66 in the sunny, breezy
weather and was second alone
at 138.
He scored an eagle-3 on the
12th hole, dropping a 10-foot
putt after a 5-wood second
shot, to cut into Watson's lead
that once reached 5 strokes.
Gary Player, the little South
African who is the defending
champion; and Lee Trevino
were next at 140. Player shot
69 and Trevino, who picked a
putter out of someone's ba in
the bag room and used it for
the first time,shot a 68.
The only others in the 28man- field under par were
Larry Nelson, Gil Morgan and
Jerry Pate, tied at 143. Nelson
shot a 69, Pate.71 and Morgan
matched par 72.
Nicklaus, a five-time winner
of this tournament, shot
another round of par 72, this

time in Lietzke's company,
and had a 144 total. He hasn't
yet made a birdie 'on a par-5
hole.
"Jack didn't play too good,"
Lietzke said. "He seemed
tired, let-down from the
Masters."
Watson, however, said he
wasstill pumped up from that
tournament he lost in to•Ftizzy
Zoeller in a three-man playoff
in Augusta. Ga.,last week.
"I stayed awake all Sunday
-night, thinking about that putt
I missed," he said. He had a
short birdie putt on the first
playoff hole that would have
secured for him his second
Masters title. But he missed it,
then lost to Zoeller's birdie on
the next hole.
"I was very disappointed,"
said Watson, who has been
golf's most outitanding
performer over the last two
•

petty To Drive
NASCAR Debut

A ENTION
TRIM ERS!!!

Colonial is in need of owner/operator-or opefation with drier, due
to increase in business and adclailkenal authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model,'3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and contact Carl McBride (901)784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.

seasons and who leads this
year's money-winning list. "I
didn't expect to get in the
playoff, but when I did I
wanted to win it. I had a
chance to win the golf tournament — I had 'em, had both
of 'em — and I missed that
putt.
"But you can't dwell on it. I
have to get it out,of my mind
and go on."
Watson took command with
a 5-under-par 31 on the front
side, didn't make a bogey for
the day and saw his lead
trimmed only by Lietzke's
eagle heroics. Watson chipped
to three feet for a birdie 4 on
the second hole, dropped one
20-foot putt from below the cup
and holed three others from 10
to 12 feet on the front nine. His
only birdie on. the back came
on a sand wedge shot to 18
inches on tite 13th.
- Zoeller shot a 72 for 149.

•

CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP)Kyle Petty says he will keep
up the tradition of stock-car
racing's most famous family
by driving a Dodge Magnum
in his NASCAR debut May 27
in the World 600vat Charlotte
Motor Speedway.
Nineteen-year-old Petty IS
the son of Richard Petty and
grandson of Lee Petty, two of
stock car racing's outstanding
figures..
In 17 of 19 World 600s, either
Richard or Lee Petty 1135
started in Chrysler cars Plymouths or Dodges.

FARMINGTON, Ky. —
four
drew
Farmington
straight walks off pitcher Don
Hargrove to score the tying
runs in the seventh inning, and
the game was called because
of darkness minutes later in
high school baseball action
yesterday.
Hargrove, Calloway
County's freshman pitcher,
retired the final three batters
with the bases loaded on two
strikeouts and a fly ball to
preserve a 9-9 tie.
The .Lakers hosted South,
Hopkins, weather permitting,
to a doubleheader at the City
Park today.
Calloway's. biggest inning

Padres 7, Braves 4
Jerry Turner's two-run
homer in the fourth inning and
two-run single in the- eighth
and Gene Tenace's two-run
homer in the sixth gave San
Diego's Randy Jones the
cushion he needed go the
distance against Atlanta. Dale
Murphy had a homer and a
sacrifice fly for the Braves.
Astros 5, Pirates 4
In the bottom of the 10th
inning, Pittsburgh's Vhil
Garner made a pictureperfect stop of leadoff batter
Craig Reynolds' smash down

the third base line. Then
Garner threw the ball into
right field.
When Reynolds stopped
running, he was standing next
to Garner on third base. And a
few minutes later he scored
the winning run on Jeff
Leonard's fly ball to boost
Houston past the Pirates.
Cubs 8, Expos 5
Dave Kingman hit the
eighth grand-slam homer of
his career in the third inning
to help Chicago beat the
Expos.

College Tennis

Jones Advances;
MSU Women 4th

Asked if he practiced his
bunting very often, McCovey
replied: "If you had 505 home
runs, would you?"
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. Tech had two points and
In the rest of the National — Becky Jones advanced to Morehead was scoreless. _
Jones will face Middle
League it was San Diego 7, today's final at No.6 singles to
Atlanta 4; Houston 5, Pitt- help the Murray State women Tennessee's Karen Miller,
sburgh 4 in 10 innings; to a fourth-place standing Three Racer doubles teams
Chicago 8, Montreal 5; Cin- after one day of the Ohio also adVanced to the finals.
cinnati 10, St. Louis 3, and Valley Conference tennis Karen Weis and Bitsy Ritt will
face the duo from Austin
Philadelphia 8, New York 0.
champiOnships.
Peay; Lynn Martin and
The Racers compiled 15 Yvonne played Western
points to trail Middle Ten- Kentucky; and Anne Bess and
nessee (20), Western Ken- Jones met Eastern Kentucky
tucky (20k and Eastern at No.3.
The event concludes today.
Kentucky (19). Tennessee

Lakers-Farmington
Contest Is Halted

(pr

II Of

there. But I figure I'm a dead
pull hitter and have two
chances to get the runner to
third — by hitting the ball to
the right side or to the outfield.
"This may sound like I'm
second-guessing the manager,
but I'm not."
The first two pitches were
outside. McCovey didn't offer
at them. Meanwhile, Altobelli
was second-guessing himself.
"It's a tough thing to have
anyone with as many clutch
hits in his career bunt," he
said. "A lot of things went
through my mind and after
two balls I took the sign off."
McCovey promptly lined the
next pitch to right field for a
single. Clark steamed around
third and barely beat Gary
Thomasson's throw home for
the tie-breaking run and the 32 victory.

was the fourth, when it scored
four times, with two coming
on Shawn Simmons two-run
single. He finished with three
hits.
The Lakers are now 2-2-1.
Calloway 9,
Farmington 9 )b r h hi
5 2 3 2
Shawn Simmons, so
1 I 00
Kirk Starks, cf
2 0 0 1
Ken McCuiston, cf
4 0 2 1
Don Hargrove,rf, p
4 1 1 1
Keith Edwards,3b
2 1 0 0
Tim McAlliter, lb
3 2 2 0
Ricky Garland, If
3 0. 0 0
Marty *Cuiston, rf
3 1 2 4
Dan Key,p
I 0 00
2b
Bill Berberich.
2 1 0 0
Kelly White,c
30 0 10 9
Totals
020 412 (1-9 10 6
020 114 10 7 2

Calloway
Farm

Murray Netters
Stop Louisville 9-0
Murray.State's men's tennis Wayne Putlak 6-4, 4-6, 6-2 at
team blitzed Louisville 9-0 No. 3; Finn Swarting whipped
yesterday afternoon to race to Ken Putlak 6-0, 6-0 at No. 4;
its 18th victory in 23 matches Mike Costigan defeated Akim
Ananpolus 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 at No. 5
this spring.
The Racers hosted Western and Kim Willie bombed Greg
.
Kentucky and Tennessee Tech 'Combs 6-0,6-0 at No.6.
Persson-Leonard stopped
to matches today at the MSU
O'Brien-Wayne Putlak 6-2, 6-0
tennis complex.
at No. 1 doubles, SwartingTerje Persson beat John Costigan beat Ananpolus-Ken
O'Brien'577, 6-2, 6-1 at No. 1 Putlak 6-3, 6-4 and Ber, thiaume-Willie disposed of
singles; Chris Leonarat
stopped Scott Patcher 6-415-2; - Patcher-Combs 6-2, 6-2 at No.
Roger Berthiaume defeated 3.

McEnroe Staves

NOMINATE

Off Match Points
SAN JOSE, Calif. — Topseeded John McEnroe staved
off two match points to defeat
Billy Scanlon 6-7, 7-5, 6-4 in the
quarter finals of San Jose's
$50,000 Grand Prix tennis
tournarhent.
HOUSTON — Secondseeded Roscoe Tanner quickly
polished off Italian Adriano
Panatta, then downed Corrado
Barazzutti to gain the
semifinals of the $175,0000
World Championship Tennis
tournament.
Tanner defeated Panatta
5, 4-6, 6-3; then, as officials
tried to bring the schedule up
to date due to two days of rain,
Tanner
again - played,
defeating Barazzutti, also of
Italy,6-2,6-4.
—• • In other quarter-final
Mayer
matches,
Gene
defeated Ricardo Ycaza of
Ecuador 6-3,6-1, fourth seeded
Manuel Orantes of Spain beat
Hans Gildemeister of Chile 62, 6-2 and Jose Higueras of
Spain defeated third-seeded
Eddie Dibbs 6-3,6 2.

LEE BOLEN
"The Practical Man
With A Logical Plan"
Candidate From
Ward B

Murray Common Council
A

Democratic Primary May 29
"Draw The Line - VOTE - Candidate No. 9"
Paid Political Advertisement. Virginia Bolen Campaign

Proposal Could
Hurt Horses
LOS ANGELES (AP) -Strike-bound horse racing
tracks would be virtually shut
down if a proposal adopted
tentatively by the California
Horse Racing Board Friday is
approved next week.
Under the terms of the new
rule, half of all track workers
in each job category must
have been permanently
licensed for at least six
months. Currently, the tracks
are using newly licensed
employees to replace striking
Service Employees International Union members,
has
Park
Hollywood
operated since its opening
day, April 11, with temporary'
employees operating new
bettiiig,
computerized
machines and replacing union
parimutuel clerks. Golden
Gate Fields in Northern
currently is
California
Operating with temporary
employees manning the
betting machines there.

Treasurer

Beale Har
re,
Inc.
dwa
"Since 1897"
For All Your Hardware Needs

Open 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
Closed All Day Saturday
r.

Special Prices On

Farm Gates - Paints - Chain, Etc.
Fence Wire & Steel Post
Ph. 153-1543

214 Main
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Deadline For
Boat Registration
t'rances Shea, Circuit Cow t
Clerk for Calloway Count , .
has announced that boet
registrations for 1979 expire
on April 30, 1979-, and
registrations for 1980 are
being sold at this time.
Mrs. Shea said that persons
desiring to reregister the.:
boats should bring with then;
the 1979 registration form. The
cost for these licenses depends
on the length of the boat, t.t.e
clerk said.
right: first
Club tournament were left to
trophy winners at the Kentucky Lake Bass
FarCamp,
Morris
s 3 ounces; second place,
place, Ronnie Cope, Mayfield, 5 pound
s.
-ounce
10
pound
1
y,
Murra
n,
place, Robert Colso
mington, 4 pounds 14 ounces; third
ramp
the
to
they found water over the road
The club had a tough time starting when
Marina.
ake
Ken-l
to
move
to
at Wildcat Creek, and

For boats which have nev,
been registered in Kentuci.
before, the owner must bril
two copies of the bill of sale
proof of ownership to obtain
license, Mrs. Shea added.

LAMAR OUTDOORS

sy Wade Berm

Crappie Run Gets Underway
Despite Bad Weather

That time is finally here.
Despite high water and backto-back storms, the crappie
run in Kentucky and Barkley
Lakes is getting underway.
The fish evidently are
determined to move into the
shallows for their spawning
This is, with the routine. Recent checks find
nament is $300 for a six-man ception.
The 1979 National B.A.S.S. team or $60 each man. These permission of B.A.S.S., the 14- fishermen taking fair numChapter Team Championship entries must be post marked inch rule will be waived. This bers of fair-sized crappie from
will be the first major B.A.S.S. by April 19. Late entries will means that 12 inch and 4)4111 the bushes; and now the
success of the spawning run
tournament held outside the be accepted until noon Friday, be accepted.
Prizes for the top slx will depend mostly on the
United States. The tour- April 25, at the ramp at the
nament has been scheduled state boat dock. However it finishers include- an expense- weather and maintenance of
for August 22-24 at Lake of the will cost $350 per six-man paid trip to Sioux Narrows, lake levels. Cold fronts or
Narrows,
. Ontario, Canada, for the sudden drops in water levels
Woods, Sioux
team or $70 per man.
sixNational B.A.1.S. chapter send the fish back to deeper
a
Ontatio, Canada.
be
will
Locally, there
for
y
qualif
to
onship. Plus, for havens.
way
The only
man team from the Murray team champi
Fishing the crappie run is
this tournament is to be one of Bass Club—L.J. Hendon. each of.the six, a CB radio, a_
the top six qualifying at the Bobby Atkins, Graves Morris, graphite rod, a tackle box and popular because it's easy. And
state team championship. Neil Stubblefield, James a trophy. The team with the the gear needed isn't exThis year's qualifying tour- Lewis and Lyle Underwood. heavest total catch will pensive. A cane pole, a length
nament will held at Lake The alternate will be Hugh receive individual palques, of monofilament, a slip float,
Barkley State Park on Little Massey.
use of a houseboat for a --hook, small sinker and minmust
River, Cadiz, April 28 and 29.
weekend, and a free entry fee nows will fill the bill.
ts
entran
e,
eligibl
'Lobe
ng
Set the slip float stop 18-20
standi
the club for the 1980
for
members in good
The Saturday and Sunday be
.
above the hook. Then
ted
onship
inches
affilia
champi
ly
proper
clubs
tournament hours will be 6 with
either skull your boat
the
can
you
and
gh B.A.S.S.
a.m. to 6 p.m., the first day, throu
- ,,The lunker award will be a or wade close to inundated
S.S.
B.A.
ucky
Kent
Ronnie Cope, Mayfield, took and from 6 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
taCBcklreadboioi,,:n..,dgzaaptrhiotpehyrod. , 'brush. Drop your minnow
Federation, and each entrant
Big Bass honors at the Ken- the second day. All times will
down at the edge, move it to
must be a member of B.A.S.S.
mandatory the other side and then put it in
a
tucky Lake Bass Club tour- be Cadiz time. There will be
be
will
There
his
prove
to
26 and be able
nament Saturday, April 14. two practice days, April
meeting at 8:30 Friday the middle. Don't leave the
off membership.
be
will
lake
the
and
27,
5
and
at
in
ed
weigh
Cope's bass
evening at the open pavilion bait in one _spot more than 10
ing
includ
rules,
S.
B.A.S.
limitis from April 16 through
on the road that goes to the seconds. If a crappie's on
pounds 3 ounces.
will
horsepower limitations,
ApriI
beach in the state park
exone
StaH Photos by Mary Barrow
with
hand, he'll take it.
ed,
observ
The entry fee for the tour- be
The game is one of constantly searching to find
concentrations of fish. Move
from spot to spot, testing for
- crappie wherever cover can
be located. When you find fish,
stay with them and work for
all they're worth. The best time to fish is
during a period of stable,
warm weather after a couple
of days of balmy conditions.
Frontal passage and dropping
temperatures are taboo to the
sport, and when such a condition occurs, it often takes a
couple more days for action to
pick up.

Local Men To Fish
State Team Championship

SPORTING GOODS

Enter The

ak
U00

64
StP

Fishing Contest At Uncle Lees!
Prizes Will Be Given For 1st & 2nd
Place Winners Each Month for The...
*Largest Bass
*Largest Crappie
*Largest Sauger

For me opening day of
turkey season at Land Between the lakes turned out to
be a game of run the ridges. I
had a bird located, heard him
gobble off the roost some 700E00 yards away, and loped off
in dawn's greyness to hunt
,hint.
At least I loped the first few
hundred herds. At the 400 yard
mark I was walking fast. By
600 yards I was stumbling.
Those extra pounds and long
days in Abe- office had taken
their toll in my endurance.
The bird ruled a ridge spur
which connected with a
mainstream ridge running
east and west. I thought the
best spot from which to call
was where his ridge joined
mine,some 175 yards from the
turkey's perch.

to start spawning.
The weather isn't helping much, but crappie seem determined
g should improve
fishin
and
ed,
report
been
Scattered catches from shallow water have
in the next week
Photosit‘d text bs Wade Bourne

woods and spook
I was just about ready to and I can tell my strategy's tjitough the
and
stop
have slipped in
can't
g.
1
that
Soon
workin
deer
three
r
find a hide when I saw anothe
behind me. Clouds are getting
hunter waving his hat at me. I hide, and the turkey will
thick, I've got to go to work
.to look meek, waved coming my way.
tried
Another ridge. More logs, and if I get back to the car
back and took off in the
and it's harder to dodge the without a drenching I'll be
direction I'd come.
me of lucky.
I had to circle. Call from the trees. My legs remind
after
days
ll
footba
old
As I turned to start back I
the
one
go
will
other side. Bird
r.
d and made one more
summe
the
out
stoppe
way or the other; somebody, laying
pull
expecting to arouse
hide,
and
stop
y
not
I
call,
Finall
ng.
runni
.
More
will score
,
r's interest, but
gloves
the
on
gobble
put
mask,
gold
the
up
my
Jump a log. Heave, • heave,
be back the
s
I'll
breath
of
deep
him
a
couple
telling
take
hard.
g
comin
is
h
heave. Breat
legs and
siSre'
with
relax.
to
day
try
and
next
Finally I got in position to
I 1. new determination to continue
and
s
gobble
turkey
The
up
mask
face
my
call, pulled
little our outdoor chess match.
and put on my gloves. I raised answer. Not bad, a sweet
of clucks.
a
couple
and
yelp
the
make
to
lips
my
to
call
the
s again
sweet notes — and the result The turkey gobble
my
sounded like a sick cow with a closer. I tense, finger
bird
the
ne
imagi
and
safety
the
l
high voice. Can't contro
off and
call! Breathing too hard! some hundred yards
to
crest
the
over
g
just
cornin
If you have a prize fish you
Heave, heave.
would like to mount but can't
I remember another hunter my front.
Silence,-+ call again, still afford it right now, wrap it in a
once saying if you make a bad
turkey an- wet towell and put it in the
call, make another fast one pretty good. The
to his freezer. This will protect the
back
g
headin
—
swers
tried.
I
better.
do
and try to
go fish until you are ready to
just
"Well
ridge.
ng
Another sick cow. The turkey roosti
on!,"
have it mounted by your
more
ed
sound
it
but
answered,
I've had enough running for taxidermist. You should not
like a laugh than a gobble.
another leave it frozen over 6 months
This old bird was cagey. I one day and don't try
I or it could loose some of its
Slowly
ver.
maneu
I
and
circle
thought the other hunter
look down color.
Iyid him boxed in, but we push up to my feet,
forgot to tell the turkey. He
dropped straight off the ridge
and gobbled going the other
way.
My mentor had told me if a
turkey heads away to circle
him and call from another
directon., Good 'advice, I
thought, and took off through
the woods again — running.
Down the ridge, through the
ravine, jump the creek. Grab
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
the tree to pull up the other
GRAYSON McCtURE
DON McCl LIRE
side. The sweat starts rolling,
r,ght an 280
94 fast out of /Ow.,oy for 2 rn,,es !torn
1‘.2.,
Grocery Take
and I'm puffing again.
Follow 180 for 7 mthits post Bonner s
your r.ght
Cross the next ridge. The
blacktop rat° Ponoromceonr1 follow blacktop to
turkey gobbles off to my right,
hone,502-436-5483

Tips From Yoer
Taxidermist

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Telep

•••••••••••••••••••••
• Campers You've Got a Good Thing Going! •
•
•
•
,.
•
gill.
.ow.
.,A•
.
•
41.•. t. A*•
al
. i
•

.7.• -

—

•

Grand Prize at the end of season
'(Aug. 31) will be awarded to thp
largest fish caught in each category.
Rules:
*Must be caught with a pole.(Not by net or
trot line)
*Must be brought in same day of catch and
weighed by us.
*Fish cannot be frozen
*Fish can be caught with any bait
*Commercial fishermen are NOT eligible
•You may enter as often as you wish.
•In case of tie, first entry wins.

• White's Camper Sales •
• Authorized Dealer For Starcraft di Road Rangers •
0
.
ntce
s-Se
orie
•
s-Access
•

•

•
•

•

Part

•
•
153-0686 0

Complete Nook-Up
Nwl• 94 East-

(502)

•••••••••••••00
011°010118
1".3
.011
41.

•I.

BUCKS
BODY SHOP
Bwfvla" • 900 Sycamore
-1
Ft4,47

Compliments
Of

-

151-5142

RESTAL4RAN1
South 12th Street

Murray, Kentucky

753-4111
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Kentucky Afield
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By Aka Wilma

Although must sportsmen through Apri129. Ft. Campbell
are getting geared up for will allow hunting on April 21,
spring fishing, there's a small 22,28 and 29.
Hunts at Ft. Knox are
but dedicated group of hunters
who are making last-minute scheduled for. every Saturday
and Sunday in April except
preparations for their season.
April is wild turkey hunting April 1. Military or post
month in Kentucky. Although civilian personnel have first
turkey hunting does not rank priority, but off-post civilians
among our major outdoor will be permitted to hunt if
pursuits, its followers are space is available, providing
growing in numbers as they apply in person on the turkeys are restored to more Friday before the weekend
when they want to hunt. Fop
and more areas of the state.,
This year turkey hunters additional information, c11
must -purchase a "turkey Ft. Knox at(502)624-7311.
Ft. Campbell and LEI, also
permit" similar to the tag
familiar to deer hunters. The have special requirements.
permit, which costs $5.50, is For details, call 402) 798-2413
required of all resident and for Ft. Campbell and (502)924non-resident turkey hunters in 5602 for 1113.k.'
Turkey/ hunting will be
addition to the appropriate
from one-half hour
permitted
A
license.
annual hunting
three-day non-resident license befpre sunrise until noon,
Ft.
is not valid for turkey hunting. eicept on. 1,BI, and
The 10-day turkey season /'Campbell, where hunters may
this year opens April 21 and stay out until one-half hour
runs through April 30„,The after sunset, local prevailing
counties open to jkiirkey time. Hand or mouth operated
hunting are Ba ' Butler, turkey calls are allowed but
are
calls
Letcher, electronic
Jackson, Lee
.
prohibited
Menifee, Ows y, Pike and
Turkey hunters may use
Rowan. Thy Pine Mountain.
from 10 through 20
shotguns
Wildlife Management area in
County -iand the gauge, muzzle-loading
1,etch
-loading
Pio er Weapons area in Bath shotguns and muzzle
Menifee Counties will be rifles. Modern breech loading
a
permitted this
/Open during this period, but no rifles are not
may
./ turkey huntThg will be per- year. Archery equipment
are
Crossbows
used.
be
also
Intermitted at the Breaks
permitted only on the Pioneer
state Park in Pike County.
on other
There will also be turkey Weapons area, while
breas
seasons at Land Bativeen the open counties and
bows
compound
or
longbows
Ft.
and
Campbell
Lakes, Ft.
d
broadhea
barbless
with
Knox. At LBL, the season
least 78 inch wide
at
arrows
runs
and
11
April
opens

are legal.
On the Pioneer Weapons
area, muzzle-loading handguns and crossbows of at
least 80-pound pull may also
be used, but breech-loading
firearms of any kind are not
permitted. Federal areas
firearm
other
have
requirements, so be sure to
check before hunting.
All hunters who take
turkeys must have the birds
checked at the nearest open
check station or by a conservation officer no later than
6 p.m. of the day the turkeya
ktaken. A list of check stations
is attached- to each turkey
permit. The check station
procedure for turkeys is
similar to that used for deer
and its purpose is the same —

Any Nomplar

Kentucky wildlife biologists
expect to see a steady increase in turkey populations
over the next decade, with a
corresponding increase in
hunter interest. Bagging a
turkey is one of the biggest
thrills and biggest challenges
hunting has to offer. As
suitable turkey habitat is
identified and stocked, this
fine big-game hunting will
become available to more and
more Kentuckians.

FOUR WHEELING

to give biologists quick and
accurate harvest figures.
Each hunter is limited to
brie turkey per year. Only
turkey gobblers with visible
beards may be taken in any
open county or special hunting
area.

Fishing Line

as if a joke is coming but its
true. Several good bass were
hung but the grass and trash
was so thick they got away
before the men could get a net
under them.
Back on the Kenlake - Blood
River area, I have been
fishing in the same woods I
squirrel hunted in last season.
A few vague reports are
trickling in about crappie
being taken around, shallow
bushes and willows. I feel that
if the sun stays on this dingy
water a few more days we
could really have some good
crappie fishing. You should
take a small axe or hedge
trimmer with you though, so
you can cut a path into the
back of a cove or bay. The
water temperature is in the
low 60's right now so the
elevation will be the main
factor as to what these fish
will do.
The black bass have been
very' difficult even on good
days. You know its tough when
Jerry McConnell fishes three
x four hours and doesn't get a
strike!
When it gets tough going a
parson tries to reason with
himself about what he is doing
on a flooded lake where all of
the known fishing "spots" are
gone.
I try to find new areas and
keep telling myself that the
URW Local 665 and General Tire held a team tournament on Kentucky Lake Friday,
fish have to feed sometime
April 13. Winners were left to right, Jeff Cone and Britt Cone, both of Mayfield, first
and I am going to be there
place; second place was won by Mike Ernstburger and Kenneth Bucy, both of Murray;
when the! do! So far it hasn't
Donnie Winfield and Roger Runyon, both of Murray, took third place; fourth place was
worked!
won by Pee Wee Delk and Bob Mangrum, both of Mayfield.
If you are a bow fisherman,
load up, the carp and gar are
rolling!
Yep, it sounds as if a wild
bunch of hogs decided to play
in the water around the backs
of the bays. Any shallow grass
or weed bed will have plenty of
fish to stick so wade carefully
and take your time. Be sure
and follow the fish and wildlife
regulations so you don't get
into trouble.
If you take the meat section
that is above the ribs on a carp
it will surprise you at -its
delicious flavor.
Cut away the ted line of
meat and cook the rest just
like you would fix a chicken.
Flour, salt, pepper a little
lemon juice and your all set
.
for a good meal. Ask some of
s
•
.•
the old timers around here;
Britt Cone and Jeff Cone, both of Mayfield, hold a few of Donnie Winfield, Murray,
they remember what it was
team
a
in
place
the bass which helped them win first
shows off the nice fish which
like.
tournament held by URW Local 665 and General Tire, on won hiin Big Bass.
Happy Fishing!
Kentucky Lake Friday, April 1.3.

_ -these pretty close for this size
varies widely in diameters
between different name
brands. The 3.54 axles is
probably most common of all
and is ideally suited for 10-15
or 10-16.5 tires. (30 inch
diameter).

If you're driving a late
model four wheel drive,
especially with automatic
transmission, chances are you
have a 3.08 ratio, and this
means tire diameter needs to
stay in the 26 or 27 inch range.
And man, those are small
donuts to be sure!

under the hood doesn't apyour
change
preciably
mileage. The smog stuff that
hurts is what you don't see.
Inside the engine. Like the
timing advance curve on the
distributor, and the hollowed
out pistons that decrease
compression so we can burn
this mixture of water and so
on they sell as gasoline these
days. Low compression
engines have done more to kill
good mileage than any other
single thing. If you have to
tear the engine down, consider
2 or 10 to 1
/
raising it up to 91
while you're at it.

have
engines
Today's
eliminated points and greatly
extended spark plug life. So
for many folks a tuneup is a
thing of the past. It is
regrettable that is what has
occurred, for today's engines
are real gas hogs when they
get out of tune. And real
puzzlers to tune properly also.
Modern day carburetors are
pathetic.
Above all, keep this in`mind.
It takes twice as much gas to
push your truck down the road
at seventy as it does at fifty.
Educating your foot can pay
:idends at the gas pump.
big di,

Let's assume you have got
There is an aftermarket kit
your rig in the ball park by
What is a reasonable goal
converts your full time
that
getting in line with these
four wheel drives in terms
for
the
to
back
four wheel drive
recommendations. Number
part time setup. This of gas mileage? Our present
style
old
two. Open up the input and
will help mileage, and if you two and a half ton behemoths
output of the engine. Put an
the part time route, by all with the streamling of a
go
air filter on top of the caradd a set of locking rhinoceros with mumps will
means
buretor that will let in plenty
the front axle. They're never be truly economical.
to
hubs
of fresh air. Make sure its
proven aids to better But fifteen miles per gallon is
filtered though because the
possible, even with an
economy.
conditions a four wheel drive
automatic transmission.
runs in sometimes can destroy
Some other areas 'to pay
an engine in five hours attention to involve weight
If we can undergo a
otherwise: And by all means, and front end profile. Both of thousand to fifteen hundred
change to dual exhausts, these are fixed to a certain pound diet and reduce the
low degree by the manufacturer, clout of the snout with thie
with
prefereably
restriction mufflers. That lets and streamlining the front of atmosphere at road level,
the exhaust get out. How about your four wheeler isn't often greater things may be
headers? We don't think much
practical. Weight however, is achieved.
of them on four wheeLdrives to something to be considered
One dollar per gallon should
be quite honest. They do tend more carefully. Don't add
be an interesting stimulation.
to increase power somewhat pounds you don't need. The
but its not as much as you wife tells me that all the time
might think above dual by the way.
Good luck .and HAPPY
exhausts. They also tend to get
WHEELING.
FOUR
up.
Keep your engine tuned
loose,-blow gaskets, and make
- things a few hundred degrees
hotter underneath the hood.
For competition, yes. For
plain ordinary four wheeling,
/i
doubtful.
BRING
A good small (600 cfm) four
///
YOUR BASS
barael carburetor is usually ,/)
AND CRAPPIE
helpful, particularly ovei (/
some two barrels of later
TO
(/
years. And some of the af- (
-C2 (
BAR-B
HICKORYHUTPIT
termarket intake manifolds,
can improve gas mileage if
The Largest Caught & Weighed
you stay away from the racing
of Each, At Hickory Hut '
type.
,N.
During April Wins
How about desmogging the
A SHOULDER OF BAR-B-Q
)
engine? Contrary to popular
opinion, reiaioving all the-garbage you see slung about

,, rku
()

-4ii WOW!

)41<==.41.=
.1414--

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

•••

W_Yl WHEW OUTBOARDS
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."

Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
203 E. Main

759-1872

Venture
. 641 North
X==.11.01110.1

Alurn,num
tioa,s

753-6448
14=1,1
unit
e sin

A

NMI
•
-MONO

Fish Market

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

1208
759So. 12th. St.

2112 Ct;Idwater Rd Murray, Ky.

"We Appreciate Your Business"

We opened up the keg of
nails on gas mileage last
week, and, as we suspected,
it's a subject that seems to be
of much interest to fourwheelers. Our thoughts today
continue along the same lines,
and we ask you to bear in mind
that much of this is opinion,
even though it has been
gathered in the school of hard
knocks which doesn't produce
many graduates.
If you have a four wheel
drive that is slurping gas in
enormous quantities maybe
improvements are in order. In
the first place, if you desire a
true economy car you better
sell your four wheel drive and
buy one. Most of us though are
not zealous fanatics about gas
mileage, although we're not
one bit happy with mileage
under ten miles per gallon.
Find out how much actual
gas mileage you are getting.
And don't use the odometer
and the vehicle gas gauge to
check it. Both are more often
wrong than right. Use the
meter on the service station
gas pump and drive a known
number of miles and refill.
That is the point of beginning.
Number one. Get the tire
size and the axle ratio worked
out into an area of common
sense. To do this, you will have
to find out what your axle ratio
is. Many times its stamped on
the differential housing. Or
maybe on a data place. The
most common ones are 4.11,
3.73E3.54, and 3.08„If you have
the 3.08 forget about big tires,
or change the ring and pinion
to
bigger
something
numerically. If you have the
4.11 make sure you have big
tires.
For optimum gas mileage
your four wheeler should be
turning around 2200-2400 RPM
at the speed limit of 55 miles
per hour. A 4.11 axle ratio
combined with the 12-15 tires
or 12-16.5 size (32 inch
diameter) hits that on the nail.
If you have the 3.73 axle ratio
which is more common, you
really need a 31 inch diameter
tire. Like an 11-15, but check

, WATSON'S

24 Hour Wrecker Service

753-7404

More About Your
Actual Gas Mileage

Tee sg

Thornton
Body
shop

•
•

I think we have enough
water don't you? Lake
elevations are at 368.5 and
rising slowly. With all of this
new water the fish are so
scattered its unbelievable.
Think about catching fish in a
cornfield and you will have to
laugh at yourself, right? Well
sir, last week end a bass
tournament was held on
Kentucky Lake in the Paris
Landing area, and the
fisherman that won, caught
his bass beside cornstalks!
That's right, I know it sounds

!lamp Brook,Jr

•
•
•

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9ti 9
Sunday 1-6

We Specoo(oze In Kentucky Lake Catfish)

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
0410 N. 4th
753-6779A

I
i

641 Super Shell

Scout 4x4

Sportsnien:

Whore "Snice Is Our Business

KING 0; VALUE-Si

Check The Values
in our
Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip.
Hunting & Fishing Licenses
till
innEN.111

Anything Loss Is Just A Car

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc.
641 South
753-1372
733-3774

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your 11-Haul Headquarters
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Brandon Named Recipient Of
James Williams Scholarship

Gurzynski To Receive
Hicks Scholarship For
1979-80 Year At MU
Jayn

Johnna Kay Brandon, a
graduating senior at Calloway
County High School, has been
named the newest recipient of
a $300 James C. Williams
Memorial Scholarship at
Murray State Untlersay for
the 1979-80 school *at.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs_ Route 1, Almo, John
na Kay
Dwane Norvis Melton, 12 has maint
ained a scholastic
Riviera Courts, Murray, and a average
of 96.65 percent
sophomore chemistry major throughout
her high school
unive
at the
rsity.
semesters and ranks fourth
Dwight Daniel Watson, a scholastically in her 183junior chemistry major and member graduating class at
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dwight I,. Calloway County High.
Three others, all previous Watson, Route 2, Murray, and
At Murray State, she plans
winners of the scholarship and
Sharon Elizabeth Steele, the to major in
science in
currently students at the senior winner and a bil.siness- prepa
ration for a career in
university, also received major at the university. She is
architecture
or
lab
renewed $300 awards ender the daughter of Mrs. Opie Lee
technology.
provisions of the scholarship's Steele, 106 North 7th Street,
continuing program. These and the late David Polk Steel
At Calloway County High,
e.
she was a member of.the Beta
are:
The daughter of Mr. and Club, a representative
on the
Tammy Janie Melton, Mrs.
John Marshall Brandon, student council, a memb
er of
Future Farmers of America,
the speech team and the pep
club. In speech, she won a 4thplace statewide award in story
telling and was a member of •
the school's state chamACROSS
2 Forecast
pionship speech team.
UNITED Feature Syndicate
1 Blemish
3 King of
Friday's Puzzle Solved
Established Novembe,r 12,
5 Ivan. e g
Bashan
4 Small child
9 Tatter
1975, the scholarships honor
ODD UMOM IMO the memory of Jame C.
12 Jason's ship 5 Retinue
13 Regulation
'6 Top
0000 0000 BIM Williams, Jr., who sdied
14 The self
7 Man's nick- 00 OOP 00001313
December 9, 1972, at the age of
15 Pronoun
name
OMM MOM 0001
26.
16 Athletic
8 Crimson

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

group
9,Royal
18 Canine
AO Silver sym20 Note of
bol
scale
11 Proceed_
22 Fades
24 Datum
17 NewSroom
27 Assistant
fig.
29 Insect eggs 19 Prepo
sition
31 Card game
21 Aroma
32 Tally
23 Hart
-- 34 Tense
25 Complete
36 Pa's tate
set
37 Chevron
26 Browns. as
39 Clutches
bread
' 41 Three-toed
27 Tests ore
sloth
28 Ireland
- 42• Baseball
30 Sea swell
team
33 Heroic
.if4 Failing
35 Afrikaans
45 Thither and
47 Land mass:
Abbr
49 Dregs
50 Ginger —
52 Leading
player
54 Samarium
symbol
55 Moisture
57 Asian country
59 Interjection
Si Man's name
63 Merit
65 Sicilian volcano
67 Rocky hill
69 Summers•
Fr.
• 69 Dampens
DOWN
•
T. Uncle —

MUMO 000 MOOD
MOO MMO CCU
DO B000000 CU
ODC DOD WC
1300CJ MU) IJULIS
000 MUD CCU
0010111110C MOE BEI
GO BEM CUM
010 CUM RAU:

38 Man's name
40 Petitions
43 All
46 Lowest point
48 ISIountam
lakes_ _
51 Hebrew letter ,
53 Sun god

56 Small

58 Recent

The scholarships, open to
60 Ethiopian
graduates of Murray and
title
Calloway
61 And: Latin
County
Highi
62 Behold!
Schools, are funded from
64 By
interest generated from an
66 Tellurium
initial memorial scholarship
symbol
investment established by his
:2 2
parents, James C. Williams
itSI
M and Mrs. Jo Clete
Williams,
both of Murray.
Ml
27 611277
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LOST AGAIN!
RATS!'

Staff Photo br Man Sande
's

Students To Receive Grants

Students at Murray Sta:e
University who are financia4
independent of their parents
will be • eligible for more
federal aid in 1979-80 through
the
Educational
Basic
Opportunity Grant ( BEa;
program.
Johnny McDougal, director
of student financial aid at
Murray State, said approved
eligible applicants will receive
nonrepayable grants ranging
from $226 to $1,488 for the
upcoming school year.
He explained that selfsupporting students are
eligible for more, BEOG
financial assistance as a
result of provisions in the
Middle-Income Student
Assistance Act of 1978
However, . the
Carter
Administration had unel

LOSING Au. THESE
GAMES IS DRIVING
ME CRAV!

I WISH I OUL.0
LEARN TO OT LET IT
E3OTHER ME..LIKE SOME
PEOPLE I KNOW...

By Dr. Durwood Beatty.
Dept. of Agriculture
Murray State University

WE'RE NUMBER ONE!
WERE NUMBER ONE!

01.
,,>-••••-•

.$7c-F11,4

CITY •
RESERVOIR

PLEASE CONSERVE
WATER—THE SUPPLY
AT THE RESERVOIR
15 BELOW NORMAL

A

Staff members of the
Ray Lane of Murray,
Murray State News, the original illustration
, second
.:_student newspaper at Murray place; Anne
Wooten of
University,
State
won Paducah, sports- -featore,
recognition in nine _different secs:ind place;
and Jerry
areas in the recent Kentucky Wallace of- -Patturati:T
-hrarts
Intercollegiate -I Press stories, secon
d place.
Association ,(KEPA) comBorton; house ads, third
petition.
place; Kathie I,yles of
Individuals
representing Murray,'original display
ad,
about 20 schools were involved third place; Dean Sating
of
in two levels of competition, Louisville, news photo, third
Nmm...i WONDER Division A (schools of 5,000 or place; Lane,edito- rial
cartoon,
iF GRAVY KILLS more
enrollment I
and third place; and the Murray
/scho
GERMS
Division B
ols of fewer State News, overall layou
t,
than 5,000 enrollment ).
third place.
Awards were announced at
Siding also won a fourth
the annual K IPA convention in place recognition for ii,feature
Louisville, where Brad Horton photo, and Wallace
was given
of Benton Route 4', a Murray honorable mention for a sports
State senior, presided as feature and Matt Sanders of
president until he relinquished Murray an honorable
mention
that office at the conclusion of for sports stories.
meeti
ng.
the
Tom Farthing, Murray
Murray State students and State News adviser,
acthe recognition they 'received Companied students to the
KIPA convention.
are:
.

BEETLE BAILEY
SARGE, I CAN'T
EAT MY MASHED
POTATOES. DO
YOU WANT
THEM?

5NOW
ME
WHERE

BLONIIE
HONEY, YOu
PROMISED 70 PIX
KITCi-iEN DOOR)
TODAY

OKAY, BUT FIRST
Z--NEE0 A
> LITTLE PICK-ME-UP

Larson Awarded $500
Psychology Scholarship

?

PNAW1011—

3
r P-*fie

piANA.
Cu FEEL.
ALRIGHT 2

Wt7DLDN'T IT BE FUNNY—
(
OARL/N&„ TAKE ME
IF I HAP.THE BABY
,
INTO THE CAVE. I
HERE„ON THE SKULL
'kart
THINK.,I'M 5TARTIN6
THRONE!
-.LABOR
vifr
1

4

After fall frests, the clumps
to time or you will get poor
die, leaving ugly bare spots
,weed control. where cool season weeds can
Generally, rainfall is needed
thrive.
within 3 to 4 days after apCrabgrass germinates
plication to activate the
surprisingly early in the
herbicide. Other herbicides
season; about the time that
that 'ca-n be used against
the flowering dogwood begins
crabgrass in this manner
to bloom. You can control
include Tupersan, Betasap
crabgrass by spraying at this
-and Zazk. When using any
time
with
a
good herbicide; be sure
to follow
preemergence herbicide.
ilestructions on the label.
The most easily obtained
Crabgrass is shade senherbicide for this purpose,
sitive. That is why the best
that is available in most
bluegrass lawns are shaded
communities, is Dacthal. It
lawns. To further deter_
should be sprayed on the lawn
crabgrass, raise your mowing
at the rate of about 3 pounds heigh
t for the summer. The
per 10,000 square feet. Dacthal shad
e provided by the taller
is a wettable powder that will grass
will retard crabgrass
settle to the bottom of your growt
h and will keep the soil
hand sprayer if you do not .tem
perature lower, thus
keep it agitated, so be sure to favoring
your bluegrass or
shake the „sprayer from time fescu
e turf.

144

L

ii•z? f ,

•
PECULIAR'. MAY
517" HERE A •
MOMENT

Co47r

Celia 0. Larson or-Murray
has been awarded the $500
Ryan
Memorial
Ada
Scholarship in psychology at
murray State University for
the 1979-80 school year.
Miss Larson, the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson of 105 S. 14th St. in
M urray, is a junior with a
double major in psychology
aroi social work. She is an
-honor student who has been on
the Dean's List *each semester
at Murray State.
She is a member of the Psi
cti psychology society, Alpha
umbda Delta honorary
scholastic fraternity, Alpha
cal national honor socfety,
and Alhpa Delta Mu. Miss
Noson is currently involved
in a research project on long

term retention with Dr. Terry
Barrett, assistant professor of
psychology at Murray State.
Awarded for the third time
this spring, the Ada Ryan
Memorial Scholarship was
established by a, gift to the
Murray State University
Foundation
to
prpvide
financial support to deserving
psychology students.
It is presented to a senior
psychology major on the bases
of academic performance,
research
activities,
professionalism, and evidence
that The student may be expected to make a significant
contribution, to psychology.
A Faculty committee in the
Department of Psychology
determines the scholarship
recipient.
,

Pepper Discusses Care
Journalists Must Have
For People For Accuracy
- Journ

alists must care for and-answer session.
the people they write about to
The hour-long program was
present an accurate story to sponsored by
the MSU
their readers, Curtis Bill Chapter of the
Society of
Pepper told an audience in Professional
Journalists,
Wilson Hall, Murray State Sigma Delta Chi.
University, Thursday night.
Pepper has written five
books and many articles for
Pepper,a "New York Times national
magazines. In the
Magazine" Writer and former last six
months, he has written
Rome bureau chief for steries
for the "New York
"Newsweek" magazine, Time
s Magazine" on kidtalked about his experiences nappi
ng in Italy, the Red
in Europe and the New York- Briga
de and an in-depth inWashington area in a short terview
with
Lawrence
speech followed by a question- Olivier,

-•
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LEGAL NOTICE

Commonwealth Of
Kentucky Department
Of Transportation
Bureau Of
Highways
Notke To
Contractors
Sealed bids, will be
received
by
the
Bureau of Highways,
at its-office, Frankfort,
Kentucky until 18:00
a.m. Eastern Daylight
Time On the 4th day of
MAY, 1979, at which
time bids will be
publicly opened and
read for the improvement of: .
CALUMAY COUNTY SP 18-813; The
Hopkins Short Road
from KY 464 northerly
to the Charlie Miller
Road (CR 5389), a
distance of 2.120 miles.
Bituminous Surface.
The Bureau of Highways hereby notifies
all bidders that it will
affirmatively insure
that in any contract
entered into pursuant
to this advertisement,
minority
business
enterprises will be
afforded full opportunity to submit
bids in response to this
invitation, and will not
be discriminated
against on the ground
of race, color or
national origin in
consideration for an
award. Bid Proposals for all
projects
will
be
available until 9:00
A.M.
EASTERN
DAYLIGHT
TIME,
FRIDAY, MAY 4, 1979,at the Division of
Contract
Procurement. Bid Proposals.
for all projects will be
available at a cost of $2
each and remittance
payable to State
Treasurer of Kentucky
must
accompany
request for proposals.
(NON
REFUNDABLE)
BID
PROPOSOLS ARE
ISSUED ONI.Y TO
PREQUAI,IFIED
CONTRACTORS.
Specimen Proposals
for all projects will be

Murray State News Staff
Members Recognized In
Nine KIPA Catagories

r

NANCY

recently sought to defer -the
BEOGs the same as depennew benefits until the fall of
dent
students who must list
1980.
their parents' income and
McDougal said estimates of
asset data.
the U.S. Department of
McDougal said the change
Health, Education, and
means that Murray State
Welfare indicate that some
students who have been
700,000
self-supporting ineligible
may become eligible
students across the nation will
for BEOG awards in 1979-80.
be awarded about $130 milli
on
The federal •definition of a
as a result of the recent
financially independent or
change.
self-supporting student, acSelf-supporting Murray
cording to McDougal, is one
State students who have
who can answer no. to the
received a processed BEOG
following questions for 1978,
Student Eligibility Report for
1979. and 1980.
1979-80 will receive a newly
Did ( or with student live
processed report that will with
parents for more than six
reflect the new regulations on.
weeks? Did tor will) parents'
expanded eligibility.
claim student as a U.S. inMarried students, as well as come
tax exemption? Did (or
single students, with or will)
student
receive
without children, will be
assistance worth more' than
treated in the calculation for $750
from parents?

Time To Think Of Crabgrass

The award is one of 89 in •
honorary, memorial and
It is time to think about
alumni scholarships which
have been made at the troublesome crabgrass in
univetsity by the alumni your lawns. In West Kentucky,
association this year and we are in the "transition
totaling $68,600. All the zone" for bluegrass where
scholarships will be presented most cool season grasses do
officially at a reception for the not thrive in mid-summer.
In contrast, crabgrass
recipients and their parents
April 28 in the lobby of Ordway spreads "like wildfire" during
July and August when temHall.
peratures are in the 90s.
The reception precedes the Crabg
rass plants develop into
university's annual alumni
clumps because the prostrate
banquet in the Student Center. stem
s form roots at the joints.

25 il

PEANUTS

:

He had served in the U.S.
Air Force in Alaska and for
one year in Vietnam. On his
release from the armed forces, he entered Murray State
where he nearly attained his
junior year, maintaining an
overall scholastic average of
3.93 out of a possible 4.00
points.

Alwassuie._
NASHVILLE BOUND — The Murray High Scho
ol mixed chorus will
participate in the
American Musk Festival May 3-5 at Opryland in
Nashville. Over 106 high scho
ol concert bands and choral groups are scheduled to
compete for ratings, trophies
and The
Festival Grand Champion title.

e Marie Gurzynski, a established in 1970
with
senior from Riverside, Ill., contributions
from
Dr.
has been named recipient of Frances Ross
Hicks, the Delta
the $150 Drs. G.T. and Frances Omega chapt
er of Kappa
Ross Hicks Scholarship at Delta Pi and
friends in
Murray
(K y .
State memoriy of Dr. G. T. Hicks,
University for the 1979-80 who was
chairman of the
school year.
Department of Education at
A graduate of Riverside- Murray State
from 1930 to 1946
Brookfield Township High when illnes
s forced him to
School in Cook, County, she is retire to his
family home at
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Oak Hill,
Ga.
Richard M. Gurzynski, 268
.Mrs. Hicks was active in
Fairbank Road, Riverside.
college and community life,
An elementary education working
with the Wesley
major at Murray State, where Foundation
, directing the
she has maintained a perfect choir of
the First Methodist
4.00-point scholastic average, Chur
ch and founding and
she is a member of Alpha worki
ng with Kappa Delta Pi.
Delta Pi social sorority,
In 1968, she retired from the
Gamma Beta Phi and Alpha psych
ology department at
Chi fraternity, the student Geor
gia
College
at
activities board, the student Mille
dgeville,Ga.
National
Education
The .award ia one of 89 in
Association and works as a hono
rary, memorial and
student-employee in the
alumni scholarships which
School Relations Office at the have
been made at the
university..
university by the alumni
In addition to being assoc
iation • this year and
primarily certified as an
totaling
$68,600. • All
elementary education
scholarships will be presented
-teacher, Jayne also is cerofficially at an April 28
tified to -teach business
reception for the recipients
education as well as kinand their guests in the lobby of
dergarten, an educational
Ordway Hall and immediately
achievement highly unusual in
preceding the annual alumni
itself at the university.
banquet in the university's
The Hicks scholarship was
Student Center.

17[EGAL NOTICE

•

.available to all interested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals
cannot be used for
bidding.
2.NOTICE
GOO IS LOVE I John 4
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God,. andH
is
rightousness, and all
things shall be added these
unto
you '' Matthew 6 33 24
phone, answered by hour
Csocrs
servants. NOT A TAPE
4600 Bible Facts and 759
Store Hear our broadFree
'Sundaysat 12 30 on WSJPcast
.
Troos & %rat for Ws • Dig
yow owe A WV* Wide
verity of Isot% trees I.
slinks. 2 sot out ors trio
Grove MIty.(NW) April
21-22
(I to S p:fo.)

BIBLE CALL
Automatic 24 hours
Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. Maar Purpose
of Old Testaments 759-4444. Tested ideas
for a good marriage.
759-4445.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A ttarriatts At

Starks Nardware
12th & Poplar-753-1227
FREE PARKING'
6.HELP WANTED
BABYSITTEO t- Ojq
5 year
old
boy.
Rtiferences
required. Call after
5 30 pm.
753 74&1- 'EXPERIENCED
machine operators SEWING Apply in
person.
'Calloway
Manufacturing
111 Poplar St., MurrCompany,
ay: K
EXPERIENCE•D'
cleanup man and
With - tools Apply mechanit
at Kay ,
Mart Auto, 511 5
3rd or call
753 4626.
_
LADY OVER 30 to•do
work.; .11 hours per week house
$3 50
per hour. References
needed.
753 2174.
(L140/ NEED extra- •
cash,
part or full time
opening In
Educational sales
Mana
position open We will ger
Excellent opportunit train.
y Call,
(502)198 3241 after
5 pm. '
_
MECHANIC WANT
resume to P.O. ED. Send
Box 32 M.
Murray. KY

kt ,i II i III Mt titt

I.) I FDCFR & TINiEs Saturday, April 21. 1979

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. KELP WANTED

with
Dr.
e Delta
Kappa
ids in
Hicks,
of the
ton at
to 1946
him to
ome at

five in
ty life,
Wesley
g the
thodist
g and
dta Pi.
7om the
.mt at
at

19 FARM EQUIP.
NEED STOCKMAN,apply in SNAPPER MOWER blades,
person before 10 am at Owen
26", 28" 30", your choice,
Food Market. No phone calls.
55-99 eack. Wallin Hardware,
'NIGHT WA1CHAAAN, apply Paris.
Calloway
person
,n
Company, SPRAYERS, 2 GALLON,
Manufacturing
$12_99, 3 gallon, $13.99,
Poplar.
101
stainless steel, 3 gallon,
ORDERLY AND janitor 529.99. Wallin Hardware,
Fern
at
Apply
wanted
Paris.
Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium TILLER, 5 HP with Briggs
View Drive. ND phone calls and Stratton engine, chain
please.
drive, '$209.99. Wallin Har.
PART TIME waitress. Apply dware, Paris.
in person at Rib Shack, 901 TRACTOR BATTERtEb, 24
Coldwater Road.
month guarantee, 6 volt 179
TWO PEOPLE to clean ammp, group 3 EH,$44.99, 12
cottages every Saturday at volt, 110 amps, group 30 H,
small resort East of Murray. $44.99. Wallin Hardware,
43‘3414.
Paris.
WANTED: ,SOMEONE to TRUCK TOOL biixes and
tend large garden and-share stainless steel tail gate
v egefables.153.2917.
protectors7 Vinson Tractor
Company,753-4892.
9. UTUATIONS WANTED
JOBS WEED EATER,Model 500 or
BABYSITTING
wanted by experienced 507, $39.99. Why pay that high
price when you can purchase
mother. 753-5954.
Model 2201 RotoShear for
11. INSTRUCTIONS
only 5.32.99. Wallin Hard
IF INTERESTED in taking ware, Paris
banjo lessons, call 7534385
after 4 pm.
12 INSURANCE

If 89 in
I and
which
at the
alurnni
kr and
All
esented
28
Apients
lobby of
diately
alumni
ersity's

re

'8M W/I8
MSU
iety ci

nalists,

en five
:cies for
In the
written
w York
on kidhe Red
epth iniwrence

FARM EQUIP.

MOBILE NOME
INSURANCE

26. TV-RADIO
T.V. ANTENNA on pole with
rotor. See at 906 N 16th
Street 753 4809.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
12 x 60 1974 WAYSIDE,
spacious two bedroom,
central air, underpinning,
tie downs, storage shed Call
436 2625 or 474 2226.
12 X 50 NEW MOON,$3950 or
best offer...Call 434.2199.
21. MOB. HOME RENT'S
TRAILER SPACE torrent in
Hazel, KY. 492-8352.
29. HEATING &COOLING
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753.1551 or 753
9104.
3g. BUS.RENTALS
MOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus.has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm.
32.APTS. FOR RENT
FURNISHED APARTMENT
two blocks from University.
Air conditioned, water
furnished. Phone 753-4140 or
436-2411.
NICE FURNISHED one
bedroom apartment. Inquire
at 100 S 13th.
ROOM efficiency
ONE
apartment,$85. Located near
campus at Olive Street
apartments. 753-3415 or after
5 pm,753-4793.
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
available immediately. Call
753-4331.
33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOMS FOR rent effective
May 15. Shared bath and
kitchen facilities. $60 a
month. 753-9030.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM house for
2 miles out of town.
/
rent, 11
753-8681.
TWO BEDROOM house in
imavailable
Hazel,
mediately, $80 per month
plus security deposit. 492.
8327.

Monitor, Dickey
.
John, Four Row, new, a
bar alMi.,4300.
1777 Chisel Plow, Athens,
almost new $1,200.
Wayne Wilson at
1777 Grain Wagon, Farm
302 N. 12th St.
King, excellent condition,
8800
or Call 753-3283
1776 Cultmacker, Brillion, 16
ft., excellent condition,$1,350.
14. WANT TO BUY
1976 Disk Harrow, Bush
Hog, 17 ft., needs minor
JUNK CARS deliver or w411
repair,$2,8$0.
pick up. Call 474-8854 or 5271976 Drill"- Ford, 4 row,
1315.
needs minor repair,$750
after 5 pm,
JUNK CARS.
1976 Plow, Ford, 4 furrow,
474 8838.
good condition,$950
1975 Cultivator, Thrifty, 4WANT TO buy: 1970 to 1975
row, good condition,$500.
Camero, body and interior
1975 Bush & Bog- Ask,
must be in excellent shape.
Rome, 12 ft., idea/ for new
753.2470:
ground,$1,150
TO buy: used
WANT
1973 Chevrolet,- Grain
showcase, atiproximately 6
Truck, C65, heavy axle, 14 ft.
ft. long. Call 474 2266.
bed. overhauled 1976, excellent condition,$7,600.
IS. ARTICLES FOR.SALE
1973 Tractor, 1H 1066, 1545
BEAR CAT SCANNER model
wheels,
dual
hours,
101, Magnum Goore gun. Call
overhauled 1976, excellent
753-8E121.
$12,800.
condition,
CHAIN SAW chains, .38"
Cal 713,PIS r 7514631
pitch for 16" bar, $10.59; 20"
116K Farms
bar, $11.99; 24" bar, $14.55.
1612 Nertegit OM.
Wallin Hardware,
Morroy, Ky. 42071.
1957-CHEVROLET. Also a
19" t.v., black and white, like
new. 753.3454.
WHEELBARROWS, $15.88,
MARINE BATTERY, 36 $29.99, $39.99 AND $49.99.
month 80 amp, 126.99; 60 Wallin Hardware, Paris.
month 95-amp,$36.99. Wallin 22. MUSICAL
Hardware, Paris.
REALISTIC STERIO 120
SKIL SAW sale model 538, watt receiver, two 150
$29.99; model 574, 134.99; speakers, LAB turntable.
model_559, $54.99; model 552, Call Pat 7534635 after 4.00
$66.69; model 553, $72.99; pm.
model 554, $79.99. WrOlin
ORGAN,
WURLITZER
Hardware, Paris.
model 1040 _D. excellent
condition,$1000. 753-1571.
17, VACUUM CLEANERS
23. EXTERMINATING

36..RENTOR-LEASE

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

753-0758

[OFF!

ON

1979 UnAed FC.4117'
43. REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
I/4 ACRE LOT near rentucKy
Lake. Call Chuck Thurman,
759-1677. Chilton and Hance
Realty.
APARTMENT-HOUSE_ with
7 apartments, located on S
16th next to college, for sale.
Call 436-2341 anytime, or 4362122.
South 12th at Sycamor•
RAND NEW CABIN, near
TE LEPHONE 7531&57
the lake, 2 bedrooms, living
room with beamed ceiling
$32,000.00 will buy you
Kitchen with stove and
refrigerator bnd most fur
a business or home at
niture will-go with sale. Only
111 North 7th Street!'-1
$9,900.
Nelson
Shroat'
Central gas heat,
Realtors 759-1707.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southsoche Court Squore

Murray,Kentuay
753-4451
EVERY INCH a quality built
home custom built for
owner...setting on 2 acres..
Owner has been transferred
from this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick with double garage
enjoy
will
_Your _wife
preparing meals in this
U-shapenr-k itchen with
several feet of cabinets. Dial
753-1492 for your personal
showing. Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
IT'S WHAT'S inside that
counts! Plenty of comfortable living space to enjoy--living room with
dining area plus 3 queen
sized bedrooms with closets
all the way across the
rooms...double vanity,
(marble) in bath..located on
quiet established street near
schools. Dial 753-1492 for
your personal showing
Offered by Loretta Jobs
Realtors

37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
HAY FOR sale. Call 759-1330.
PUREBRED DUROC boar%
William
age.
service
Yeargin,(901) 247-3333.
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC REGISTERED Pug
puppies, these adorable pups
make real nice pets. 753-7438.
and
DANE
GREAT
Labrador puppies. AKC
registered. Paradise Kennels, 753-4104,
tiny
'Vs
LABRADOR RETRIVEFT• VACUUM .
puppies, AKC registered,..
CLEANERS
Blacks anel Yellows, Call
For factory lishornart-0646.""'••
75"-3404.
sales, and service call 9011
PURE WHITE,8 weeks old,
642-7619 Located at 102 W
German Shepherd puppies.
Washington St , Court Square,
01-$528.
Pans, TN.
WHITE, MALE Persian,cat
es.
With papers. 753-9928.
41. PUBLIC SALES
24. MISCELLANEOUS
12X 48 NEW CARPET, real 'FIVE PARTY garage sale!
la. HOME FURNISHINGS
nice, 2 bedroom, $3500. 753- Take N 641 to 464 E, to old
by
side
SIDE
AMANA
Al rtgi--tallow signs. Saturday
1873.
coppertone.• 8A-THTOBS, WHITE, '5' andlunday at 7 am.
refrigerator,
Admiral refrigerator,-white, steel, $64.99; Colors, $69.99. MULTI-PARTY yard sale!
Two Wallin Hardware, Paris.
trailer " size.
Saturday 21st; 7:30 to 4.
refrigerators, $25 each.'Call
COMMODES, 0061TE, Clothes,*.toys, many.items for
7330762.
$39.99; Colors, $47.50. Wallin all family. Bake geodS on
•
sale. 1107 Main St.
Hardware,Paris.
e .uy, Se Or Trade
EARTHWAY -PRECISION YARD SALE!905 Poplar, all
-garden seeder complete with day Saturday.
Used Furniture or Apsix plates, $30.99. .Wallin 43.
REAL ESTATE
pliances
Hardware, Paris.
.1700 FEET OF Cedar, good I AIN'T got nobody- Here's
Hodge & Son, Inc.
for making cedar chests, gun i lonesome tittle home that
cabinets, fireplace mantels. needs a face lift and a little
Sri
o
Or ceiling closets, $600. Call love tcrrnake it happy again.
.489-2697 or 436-5812 after 6:30 It's a real bargain at a rock
19. FARM EQUIP.
bottom price.., located on an
CUB FARMALL with belly LAWN MOWER for sale. 753. acre lot for only $10,000.
by Loretta Jobs
Offered
mower, good condition, 7937.
• '
527.7879,
Realty dial 753-8221 or 753Phone
$1395.
RAPID GRO,8 oz., $1.39; 16
Benton, after 6 pm, anytime oz., $2.19; 32 oz., $3.75; 5 lb, 1492 for your appointmentt.
weekends.
$7.75, 10 lb., $11.85. Wallin
12I/7 FOOT KRAUSE disk. Hardware, par''
Call 489.2740.
RAPID SHARPENER for
12 HP CASE tractor, 44" precision saw chain filing,
mower,$850. 753.5744.
only $12.99 at Wallin HardNOTHING BETTER than ware, Paris,
Adams hard surfaced plow STAINLESS STEEL kitchen'
:To YD-MAJI
Points, regular plow points, sink, double compartment, 4
disk blades. Get our price hole, self-rimming, 129.994,4
REAL ESTATE j
before you buy. Vinson $39.9; $49.99. Wallin Har1
753-8080
Tractor Company,753-4892.
dware, Paris.
NEW TOBACCO scaffold SAW
DUST for sale.
Prutesuonal Seri.ices
wagons, double Wide. 24' Shoemaker Lumber ComWith The Fnendly Touch'
long. 1466 6029 in Hopkin- pany, McKenzie, TN. (900
sville after 6 Pm
A-FRAME DELIGHT
352-5777:

basement, two full
baths, fireplace, dishwasher, range and immediate possession.
See it today!

Time For
A Commercial
Building located at the
corner of 3rd and Main
Streets ahd known as
the Wallis Grocery
Building: This is an excellent location for any
retail business. Price
reduced to $20,000.
Kopperud
Contact
Realty, 153-1222 for all
the details.
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REDUCE YOUR ENERGY DILLS
Sy patting yaw Monte in the PINK week
OWENS/CONNING FIBERGLASS
Get the facts from the Leader in Insulation Research, Technology,
and Energy Conservation
What is an energy efficient home/
Consult your local OWENS/CORNING Contractor

KENTICKY-TENNESSE INSULATION INC.
INDUSTRIAL ROAD
MURRAY, KY.
Moos:(Days) 753-0369 (Night) 435-4527

re

REGISTERED, PROFESSIONAL

- Cypress Springs
New and lovely Secluded 2 bedroom
lake home on treestudded lot. Electric
heat, carpeting, air
range,
conditioner,
refrigerator. For a
carefree summer or a
year-round residence.
Look This Over For
Only $21,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St. '

NURSES
NEEDED AT
_5 year
rtences____
0
poly in '
oway
npany,
Y.
CA' R
than,
t Kay
or call
i- house
k. $3.50
ceded.
cash,
ling In
inager
train,.
CalL
n. '
I. Send
32 M.

Jennie Stuart
Memorial Hospital
5-

7-3 with rotation, 3-11, or 11-7.
Competitive salaries and benefits.
Individualized refresher program
available. 6 Month internship
available for new graduates.'Call
(502) 886-5221, Ext. 154' - Hopkinsville, KY 42240. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Professiona I Ser, es
With It,,- F 7ieni119 moo,

WOW' WHAT
A
VALUE' Dijoy lovely
spring weather &
scenic view in Os
cozy, convenient 2
Bdrrn., 2 bath home on
Lakeshore Dr. in Pine
Bluff Shores. Perfect
for retirement of
week-end
retreat.
Priced in Mid 20's.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. nth St. -

49. USED CARS

West Tenn. Antique Car
Club Sixteenth Annual
Show and Flea Market

Kelley's Termite
& Pet..9311Rtrol

ii)La
ON

$1.SERVICESOFFIERED
53. SERVICES OFFERED
ASPHALT
COMPLETE
EN
ADDITIONS,
753CaU
NICELY WOODED five acre 1965 BUICK, $250.
CLOSURES, . fireplaces, maintenance paving, pat
on 9472.
homesites
located
ching, also seal coating Cali
blacktop road near lake. Any 1975 CUTLASS SUPREME. garages, home building, w75a3y7641481
of these attractively priced Call Joe at 762-3824 or 753 insurance vtork, new baths at Murray
Speedway, HINh
and kitchens, restorations.
properties can be bought 1294.
Not
Murray.
or7S3
with a low down payment 1932 FORD ROADSTER. Murray Remodeling, 753JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
and -the balance financed Call 759-4515.
REPAIR patching, also seal coating.
APPLIANCE
S167
over an extended period. 1976
FORD ELITE, loaded, service, refrigeration and air
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
win- codbitioning. Bill Rollins, Phone 436-2573.
and
seats
power
with
1111 Sycamore St , 753-0101,
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
dows, cruise, tilt, air, AM 753-0762 •
753 7531.
care, by the job or contract
FM stereo tape, deluxe inBYARS BROTHERS & Son
for the entire season. Call
TWO LOTS in Groves Height terior and exterior trim
Subdivision. Restricted for $3800 or best offer Phone 759 General home remodeling, 436 5570 after 5 pm. Free
framing, aluminum siding, estimates.
your protection The area 1429
gutters, and roofing Call 1
has lovely homes and the
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
FORD COUNTRY 395-4967 or 1-342-4895.
location is great Close to 1972
and gas installation, will do
con
good
Sedan
wagon,
toid'n and near the lake. See
work.
BLOCK
8.
CONCRETE
plumbing, heating and air
753-0762
at only 63,700 each. NELSON dition Call
Block garages, basements, conditioning. Call 753-7203
SHROAT REALTORS, FORD LTD, 1971 station- driveways, walks, patios,
HOME anchors.
wagon, low mileage. See--et -st
759- -1707
natmr. 753: ASCUILLE
- effiiWee
underpinning, roofs sealed,
404 N 6th Street, Murray.
5476.
and
patio
awnings,
1974 MONTE CARLO, white
aluminum carports. Call
on black on white, AM 8 track CAN'T GET those Small jobs Jack Glover, 753-1873 after 6
Ainley Auction I
stereo, aluminum wheels, air around the house or mobile pm.
shocks, $2650 firm. 753-8257 home done? Carpentry
Realty Sales
plumbing, MITCHELL BLACKTOP painting,
after 5 pm.
COI CAM AINUT
aluminum siding, patios, PING, driveways and small
tiuctionrer Realtor1973 MERCURY MARQUIS small concrete jobs. Call 436- jobs a speciality, also patAppraiser
•
4-door, full power and air, 2562 after 5 pm.
ching and seal coating. 753Ph 9011479-2966 479-3713
dxcellent condition. Call 474South Fulton Tenn
CARPET CLEANING, at 1537A
2266.
reasonable rates. Prompt NEW LAWNMOWER Shop
1974 MERCURY MARQUIS and efficient service. Custom located at Murray Sport
Brougham, loaded with Carpet Care. 489-2774.
Marine Center, 718 S 41h
equipment, good car; $1250.
44. LOTS FOR SALE
CARPET CLEANING, free Street, Murray. Call 753 7400.
Call 753.9757.
FOR SALE: 2 lots in
Satisfied Past service
estimates,
Baywood Vista subdivision, NINE PASSENGER 1970 references, Vibra-Vac steam NEED A carpenter? Wit do
no.18 and no.19 on Lakeview Chevy stationwagon, 67,000 or dry cleaning. Call Lee's paneling and additions or
Road. $2000 each. Otis L. miles with radial, air con- Carpet Cleaning, 733-5827.
what have you. Call 436-2516.
Rainey, 403 Edge Ave., ditiooned, power brakes and CAMPER
or
REPAIR, all ROOFING, ' FLAT
753-8534.
Phone
steering.
FL
Valparaiso,
32580.
brands, Eaz-lift and Reese shingles, water proofing and
1976 OLDS GT, 3 speed, hitches, electric brakes, and mobile homes. 15 . years
Telephone (904) 678-1396.
FOR SALE: 2 wooded lots hatchback, small V6, proven light hookups. White Camper experience. Call 435-4173.
within three miles of city • high gas mileage, 33,000 Sales, located East 94 highlimits. Has city water.--Call miles. One owner. Call 436- way, toward Ken Lake, ROOFING, NEW houses. Reroof,- built-up roof, and
.
75
2426
19
753-1380 after 6 pm.
Murray, KY.753-0605.
trailer roof coating. Call 753OLDSMOBILE
45. FARMS FOR SALE
.
WHITE 3310.
CUTLASS. 1959 Edsel. Both DRIVEWAYS
78 ACRES WITH house, 5 4
e 2-door. Call 753-.7670 after 'rocked and graded, all size WET BASEMENT? We
a:r3o
miles east of town. Will
pea grayel; free estimates. make wet basements dry,
consider selling part. 753Clifford Garrison, 753-5429 work completely guarenteed.
7244, weekdays after 6:30, 1973 PINTO SQUIRE wagon, after 4 pm.
Call or write Morgan Con53,000 miles, automatic, and
weekends any time.
EXTERIOR AND interior struction Co., Route_2_, Box
air, radials. Nice. 753-2738.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
carpentry work 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
1966 PONTIAC, FOUR door, pa infinckA
BEAUTIFULLY AM-FM radio,- - in excellent. done, decks and porches built call day or night, 1-442-7026.
decorated new 3 bedroom, 2 condition, low gas- mileage, and repaired, gutter cleaning WILL HANG Wallpaper and
small paint to add final-touch to
or
installation,
bath Colonial ranch. Formal $300. 753-4098.
plumbing, concrete walks, your spring cleaning. Call
living and dining roorn, eatTR-6,
42,000
TRIUMPH
1971
patios, and driveways also 437-4617 after-3 pm.
in kitchen, cabinets galore,
energy saving fireplace, 10 actual miles, excellent done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM WILL BREAK gardens. 753closets plus 2 car garage. condition, Michelin radial for free estimates._
'1461.
Near completion. Offered by tires, 30 miles per gallon, FOR ALL your lawn and
WILL MOW lawns. Call 753$2475. Call 753-9920.
builder, 753-5167.
garden needs; breaking, 5920.
BY OWNER, 8 room house, 1977 Z28 CAMARO with AM. disking, mowing yard, call
WILL DO genert yard partically furnished, new. FM8 track, air, power, like 492-8366 or (901) 247-5665.
edging,
mowing,
work;
bedroom suite, living room, new,$5400. Call 436-2689.
BY Sears, raking, etc. 753-9030.
GUTTERING
new wood stove, kitchen set, 50. USED TRUCKS
Sears continous gutters
cabinets, some _
captain's chairs on rollers,
T- installed
per--your WILL BUILD
new
Drapes,
washer, Cheyenne, 350, automatic, specifications. Call Sears furniture, and repair fur435-4195.
Call
niture.
refrigerator, range. Lot 100 x Power Steering, Power 753-2310 for free estimates.
165. Under $17,000. Call Brakes, Air, 55000 miles,
plumbing, heating
HUGH OUTLAND roofing, WILL DO
492-8850. No realtors please. $1600.-Call 753-8124.
repairs
excellent references, call and air conditioning,
around the
remodeling
and
1977 CHEVROLET PICKUP 753-1486 between 7 am - and
home. 753-1211.
truck,-Call 753-8167.
3:30 pm,ask for Shelley. S. MOWED. Depen56
8513
7
Y92
4
1966 DODGE TWO ton, 2 HOUSEWORK
WANTED.
bedroom
pe
Two
speed axle, wood bed and Experienced, reliable, want dable, mature, experienced.
sides. Call 489-2740.
one or two days a week, $22
home, air con54. FREE COLUMN
1-972-DATSUN PICKUP 610 per day. Call 247-5716.
ditioned, electric
TWO small dogs.
body style, runs good, call INSULATION BLOWN in by FREE
after.4 pm.753-7946.Sears, save on these high One long haired male, one
heat, with extras on
1977 FORD RANGER 150 heating and cooling bills. short haired female, sandy
pickup, 4 wheel drive, air, Call Sears, 753-2310, for free colored. Call 753-0507.
2 acres with large
power estimates.
brakes,
57. WANTED
power
5 stall horse barn. 'steering, automatic, tool box, INSULATION BLOWN in WANTED: TWO bottom
11,500 miles, one owner.$5500 attics and walls. For free plow and blade with 3 point
Very nice. $20,000.
firm. Call after 5 pm, 753- estimates call 753-7505 or 753- hookup. Call 435-4598 after-6
13/77.
pm.
Call 753-6645 after
1977. FORD, LONG wheel
8257
530 on weekdays.
base pickup, V8, automatic,
8000 actual miles, needs
paint job, $2700. Contact
BY OWNERT-LoVety-three Howard -.11rancforv.at_13
bedroom brick with garage Brokers, Inc.;753-4389.
and paved drive. Spacious 1968 GMC TWO ton metal
fenced' backyard. Priced in bbed and sides, twin hoist, 2
speed axle. Call 489-2740.
30's. Call 753-9265.
BY OWNER: 3 bedroom, 2 1968 JEEPSTER • COMbath, living, dining, and MANDER, 4 wheel drive.
April 27-28-1979
family room with‘fireplace, 1970 Chevrolet pickup, V8.
eat-in kitchen, gas heat,near 1973 Honda 500, 4 cylinder.
Inn, Jackson, Tenn.
Holiday
Murray High, 811 Doran Call 436-2400 after 4 pm-. Road.753445.
1968 .60 PASSENGER IN:
and large new parking
New
rooms
60
BY OWR: Extra nice 3 TER NATIONAL school- bus,
Casey
Jones Village and Old
also
area,
'
436-5812
or
489-2697
bedroom brick, den with $300. Call
fireplace, living room, after 6:30 pm,
door.
next
Store
Country
located in Camelot sub- REAL SHARP! 1977 Ford
division. 753-1578 after 5 pm.
Ranchero GT, 18,003 actual
Information...
BY OWNER: 4 bedrooms, miles, air, -double power,
2"2 baths, living room, dining AM-FM radio tape, tilt
Black
more.
and
study, steering
kitchen,
room,
laundry, large family room with silver stripes,-red inpump, terior. Call 753-276/days, 753heat
fireplace,
with
well insulated, 2 year§ old, 5490 after 7 pm.
Gatesborough. 759-1149.
51. CAMPERS
for
TOP
BY OWNER: 2 bedrooms, 1 CAMPER
bath, living ,room, dining Chevrolet, step side bed, real
room, kitchen, sunporch, gas nice, paneled, cabinets,
heat, window air, appliances, wired for battery oor 110.436quiet street, permanent
4
storage buildirfg, 520's. 759- 2796
CAMPER' (WEEKENDER)
The Ultimate in
1149.
with sink and potty, sleeps 3,
Bathroom Decor
47. MOTORCYCLES
$250. 435-4588.
F OR_ SALE......397-3-140$41-859--r-FDIIT-TR1U-C'1C- topper,
Now you can have a bathroom that is
4, in good shape': Two paneled, excellent condition,
not only beautiful, but durable and
helmets will be given to $150. Call 753-8324.
buyer. 759-4826. Call between 17 foot PHENIOX Camper
practical as well.
10 am and 3 pm.
sleeps six,$1700. Call 753-8056
See it at...
model,
K
1977 HONDA 750
1976 PROWLER, 20' self
equipped with Vetter Wind contained, air conditioned.
Jammer III, fairing, sadene Call 753-9610 or 753-0843.
bags and luggage com
PROWLER, NUMBER 1
Partment. Phone 753-2814 or
seller in America. 27 floor
767-4256.
plans to choose from. We
trail
1974 Suzuki, TM-400
have one just right for your
condition,
bike, excellent
family. Arrowhead Camper
'6350. Call 753-0728 after 5 Sales, Highway 80 E.
pm.
Mayfield, KY. 247-8187.
YAMAHA STARCRAFT AND Road
650
1978,
Dealer, travel
SPEC5L, 3500. miles. Call Ranger
"Quality That Will Please"
753-0123before 5 pm or 436- trailors, 5th wheels, aod
So 9th
753-3719
5433 after.5 pm.
popuP. Both new and used.
YAMAHA 2250 YZ, 1976 Complete line; parts and
accessories, hitches, brakes,
model. 492-8579.
- and tights; installed. White's
44. AUTCK-SERVJCE'
Camper Sales, located-E6S1
CAR BATTERIES, 24 month 94 highway toward Ken
Ovarentee, $22.88. 3.3 month Lake, Murray, KY. Call 753guareptee, 80 amp, 526.99. 60 0605.
month guarentee, 95 amp,
trailer,
$36.99. Wallin Hardware, 27' VEGA TRAVEL awning,
deluxe model, air,
Paris.
-carpet, t.v. antenna, Spare
TIRE &ALE: Premium tire, large refrigerator, dual
grade, white wall, 4 ply holding tanks, like new
polyester with Road Hazard coOidition, $4875. 753-9920.
guarantee. -i-A78X13, $21.39
and $1.72 FET; E78X14, 52. BOATS 8. M9TORS
$25.63 and $2.20 F E 7; 15'
DEEP- 4/1 - plastic
F78X14, $26 40 and $2.32 Runabout, adapted for
Brand new listing in Gatesborough Subdivision,
FEL G78X14 or 15, $28.39 fishing, and trailer. Good
vacant and ready to move into. Have you ever
and $2.54 FET: H78X14 or condition.$295. 1668 Ryan.
- ET;
a home with the GREAT ROOM concept?
seen
115, $30.52 and - 11776: P
BOAT,
L78X15. $32.86 and $3 06 14' FIBERGLASS
hp Johnson
This one has a beautiful beamed ceiling and
FET. Wallin Hardware, Runabout, 25
motor, electric start, and
large fireplace with gas starter, a -lovely color
Paris.
Johnson controls, good
scheme and many features you will want to see.
442. USED CARS
condition. Beat, motor, and
2 baths, formal dining room,
/
Three bedrooms,21
RIVERIA trarter, $550 Or best offer: 7531976 -BUICK
loaded with all 'extras, 8124
garage, convenient kitchen with pantry
2-car
V
sharp
factory mags, extra
1978 MODEL 19'7" deep
island. Call or come by today for an ap753-2814 or 767 4256..
Runabout with 228 hp
Mertruiser, all aluminum
intrnent. 60's.
1974 CHEVELLE Legundb, Tandum trailer. Has been
S-I, Power steering, Power water only one time 153 4320
brakes, Air, Swivel seats new
ONE SNARK Wildflower
engine,$2350. Call 753-8124.
sailboat, 11 1.2 foot with sails,
COR , mast, oars. Never in water
1977 CHRYSLER
DOBA, 27,000 actual miles, Cost 51000 only -$725. Also 12"
AM FM e track tape, wire Craftsman
lathe
wood
wheel covers, red with white S175.00.- Call 753-5534.
half vinyl top. Call after 6.pm
16' OUTBOARD WITH 80 hp
489-2788. '
and . Hollsclari
Johnson
_
trailer, $1000. 753-1571.
1974 Buick Regal, ex191.8 -TERRY 460 CM,Bass
cellent condition, Mr,
Boat with 191855 hp Evinrude
with . stainless prop. Extras
AM FM radio, also 1972
include depth finder, foot
Chevy Impala in good
control trolling motor, drive
on trailer. Rigged for
condition. Call after 5,
Tourament fishing. $4200.
753-9964. Must sell.
Firm. Call anytime,436-5111.

43. REAL ESTATE

Professional Se riik es
With The Friendl Touch

JUST THE PLACE
FOR YOUR FAMILY
TO CALL HOME . . .
About 1 mile West of
Puryear, Tenn. Neat
3 bedroom frame
home, large living
room, kitchen, carpeting, range, exhaust
fan, draperies included. Electric,. andor wood heat. On Approx. 1 acre, blacktop
road. High 20's. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.

HISTORIC
HOME
Be the proud overseer
of your own picturesque estate which
includes pre-Civil War
restored brick home
on six acres near Kentucky Lake. Constructed by slave labor
in 1838, and known as
the Hamlin Home,this
rare page of history is
listed
with
the
National Register of
Historic Places and is
qualified for National
grants.
Priced
realistically in the
$70's. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
courteous, cornpetant
real estate service.

Live And Korn
Extra nice duplex
apartment. Each side
has 2 bedrooms,
'living room, kitchen,
and bath. Modem kitchens have all built-in
appliances. Located
just- outside the city
limits so you only pay
-county taxes: A
beautiful way to he
practical. Priced , at
$41,500. .Phone Kopperild Realty, 753-1222,
CITY CONVENIENCE - Country atJust
mosphere '
minutes from town is
this 3 BR brick home
with family room &
fireplace. Has attached garage with
storage space and
deck for bar-b-quing.
Central heat and air
year around
for
comfort' Sound inviting? Then give us a
-call. Only $42,900.
Sit and gaze at scenic
country beauty from
your own swing on
your own front porch.
Two bedroom home
with one acre of land is
available just in time
for spring 4ardeners.
Special feature is an
Ben
almost new
Franklin uriod burning stove Asking
$19,500.
John Smith, Realtor
/if
OF fwq

Qr`

753-7411 (anytime)

We Install And
Service EverLthin
We- Sell-At The

.
World of Sound753-5865

222 So. 12th

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
2090d:thud Slii

NEW OFFICE HOURS

Closed ' )•tY Wed.
Salado. 10111500

30-Noon
N1nn(lay-Pri(la
peal SIN198 51.IS
. '
PRICE HAIR OJT 11.50
.dul 41.6
5"
753.30
call
please
&
calls
hospital
lievs•
he
gam. Notary Public Service

Charles Barnett
Martin, Tenn.
Phone 901-587-9131

Marble

Thornton Tile
& Marble

GREAT ROOM-GREAT HOUSE
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Grace Baptists To
Hear Two Speakers

Campaign...

Dr. Muehleman
Paper Presented

(Csathmed From Page One
Mouses at Falmouth and funds for abortions except
clause and said the newspaper
Lawrenceburg, where he when necessary to protect the
Dr. Tom Muetdeman, an
report "only compounds the
talked about the need for life of the mother.
associate
professor
of
travesty."
maintenance
of
Hubbard's headquarters psychology at Murray State
rural,
Brown
secondary roads.
said he is scheduled to travel University,
recently
Brown toured the BrownHe athiressed a government to. Washington on Monday for
presented a scientific paper at
Forman and Iiillerich &
class at Pendleton County a p50-a-ticket fund-rai
sing a meeting of the Southeastern
Bradsby plants in the
High School, encouraging the breakfast hosted by members
Psychological Association in
Louisville area. He also
students to become involved in of the U.S. House Democratic
New Orleans and dealing with
commented on the story about
the Democratic process, and leadership.
emotional stress.
Carroll's remarks to the
attended the inaguration of a
White
Entitled,"The Development
utility managers. "I couldn't
new Geeigetown College
White said in a WHAS-TV of Scales to Access
Subject
help but be amused," he said.
president.
program taped for broadcast Costs," the paper
discussed
Brown said taking a position
U.S. representative Sunday that if elected he ways in which
psychological
on the fuel adjustment clause
Mayfield attended an would support a limit on research
ers could be helped in
creates problems for a canevening Celebration for Life government spending and
assessing the amount of
didate, "because there
banquet in Louisville. Hub- would tie increases in state
anxiety,
guilt, humilitatiori
lots of sides of the issue.
bard opposes abortions on spending to per capita income.
and disrespect that in"1 need to figure Out who's
demand and has voted in the
Education would be his first dividuals participa
ting as
the ventriloquist and who's the
U.S. House against federal priority, he said, with emsubjects in psychological
dummy," Brown said. He
CONCENTRATION — Three Murray High School students look over the program
phasis on vocational and experiments often
experience.
added
if he is elected he
during the recent Kentucky High School Speech League Tournament held on the
special education. He also said
Co-autho
red
by
Dr. Terry
will
"my
own
Route
7;
Austin,
man
University of Kentucky campus in Lexington. They are, from left, Mark
when
he would favor work in- Barrett,
an
assistant
peak there will be no echo,
Heather Kodman,1503 Glendale Road; and Lewis Bossing, 1705 Olive, all of Murray.
centives in the state welfare professor in
the Department
7
1
and everybody will know
The Rev, Dr. David C. Roos, system.
The Olive Baptist ChWtth where I stand."
of Psychology
at the
White repeated his con- university, the paper
minister of the First Christian
will conduct a Bapt. •Docstressed
Hubbard
tention that Nunn, by refusing that psycholo
trine Week series' starting
gical- researHubbard stopped at cour- Church (Disciples of ,Christ
to
debate
him, is depriving chers
will speak on the subject,
Monday, April-'23, and conconsider
their
Dr. John W. Crenshaw, Jr.,
"..But, First, Make Me A Republican voters of the relationship with their subtinuing throirgh.Sunday, April
chairman of the Department
ability
to
"fairly evaluate jects in much the
Little Cake!" at the 10:45 a.m.
29. ,Z
same
of Biology at Georgia Tech
services on Sunday, April 72, whether or not Ray White or manner in which they relate to
Speakers will be the Rev
-The Giving Tree" will be
University, Atlanta, will be on
whether
or
not
Louie Nunn is the people with whom they are
at the church. His scripture
Whittaker, pastor.
the subject of the serrnpn at,- D. Bill
more in tune with the mood of associat
Youth Week will be ob- the Murray State University
will be from I Kings 17:8-16.
•Baptist, Murray,
First
ed every day.
the 10:45 a.m. services at the
served on Sunday. April 22, campus Monday, April 23, to
Margaret Porter will direct the people."
Monday; the Rev. C. C.
Treat these individuals as
First
Presbyte
rian
Church
on
He said their records could persons
The University Church of the choir with Maxine
with the youth to conduct the conduct an environmental
Brasher, pastor, Briensburg,
rather than as subClark as
Sunday, April 22.
Sunday School Classes and the seminar.
Tuesday; the Rev. Marvin Christ will hear Torn Rebel, organist. Amy Roos will be be compared however. White jects or objects involved in an
The
church
pastor,
the
Rev.
said that as a state senator experim
The seminar, entitled
10:45 a.m. worship services.
Hines, 'pastor, Hillcrest, minister at Salyersville, at the candle
lighter,
ent,
Darrel
the
two
from 1970 to 1974 he voted
DNA R. E. Rabatin, Pete Phelan, Clarksville, Tenn., Wed- 10:30 a.m. services, and Steve McFerron will be
Mark Young will be the "Recombinant
professors urged.
worship
and
Ali*
Graves
will
share
in
Researc
h: Prospects and
youth pastor and will speak on
nesday; the Rev. David Cochrurn, local speaker, at the leader, and Mr. and Mrs. A. B. consistently for tax relief,
Muehleman and Bartett,
the ,--Sermon. "Jesus often
the subject,
The Most Problems," will be held at 7
Brasher, pastor, New Bethel. 6 p.m. services on Sunday, Crass and Mn. and Mrs. Henry while Nunn, as governor, along with a number of un,.shared
parable
a
with
His
increase
April
Room
p.m.
in
228 of the Blackd the sales tax.
22.
Misused Word in the World."
Fulton will be greeters.
dergraduate students at the
listeners to help them un- Thursday: the Rev. C. J
Assisting in the services will
Jaina Washer is associate burn Science Building under
Elders serving will be Dr. A.
pastor,
university comprise the
Dexter.
New
derstand
the
meaning
of
what
sponsor
be
the
ship of the
Ernie Bailey, Leroy
pastor, Amy Noffsinger is
H. Titsworth and Frank
Providence,
Clarksville.
Human Cognition Research
he
was saying. He told
Eldridge, Hoyt Like, Bobby
minister of music, and Carol university's Tri Beta'gociety
Wainscott. Jim Clopton, Mike
Group at the University for the
parables about a variety 'of Tenn., Friday; the Rev. A. M. Martin, Prentice Dunn,
Holton, Robert Hopkins, Don
Sears is minister of youth and and the Pre-MeiyVlub.
purpose of conducting similar
Johnson,
pastor'
former
Olive
events
in life, and itsfitting
Crenshaw,'has done exWayne Williams, and Roland
activities.
McCord, and Lenvel Yates
Saturday
research
Sunday.
and
.
The
Sisterho
od
of St. John's
that on this first Sunday after
will be deacons. Faye Austin Baptist Church will
The Youth Choir and the tensive .research on the
The services will be at 7 Goodgion. .
present
a
Easter
the
parable is on the
Larry Dunn, Vernon Gantt, will be in charge of the nurCarillon •Bet Choir will present detee.tilin of changes in
Mond.ay
through
program, "The Willing
COMMENCEMENT
"Giving Tree," said the p.m.
Gary Taylor, Tim Erwin,John sery.
special music. Jenny Francis heredity-producing new inSaturday
and
regular
the
at
Workers," on Sunday, April
PHILADELPHIA (API church
pastor.
aividuals as a result of some of
Gallaghe
r,
Joey
West,
Ronnie
The
will serve as pianist with M
flowers .on the com- 22, at 3 p.m. at the church.
Playwright Tennessee
The congregation will sing time on Sunday.
today's environmental inDunn, Tony Thompson, and
munion table will be in
Joan Bowker as organist:7'
The Rev. A. C. Traughber, Williams will deliver the
the
song,
"Every
Morning Is
James Lawson will serve The memory of J. A. • McCord by pastor
At the 7 p.m. serviee on fluences on the physical
of the Fairview Baptist commencement address at
Lord's Supper.
his wife:
Sunday the Bapti.tt Student change in chromosome or Easter Morning" Lisa Slater
Church,
Mayfield, will be the the University of Pennwill
direct
the
choir as they
Nursery supervisors will be
Sunday School will be at 9:30 guest speaker. His
Union Choir
11 present a genetic relations.
Church sylvania's
223rd
sing
the
anthem,
com"Jubilat
e
Linda
Cochran,
There
is no charge for the
Larue Spann, a.m., and Vespers will be at 6 Chorus will also
concert. summer missions
be.
a
part of. mencement exercises May 21.
Deo."
Verona
seminar and the public is
Grogan,
and
offering 4i11 be taken.
Mabel
The
Youth
P•M•
Groups the program.
Mark Pugh will speak on
Williams received Pulitzer
The ushers will be Olin
Gallagher.
invited to attend.
willrneet at 5:30 p.m. Sunday
The public is invited to Prizes for two of his plays,"A
Moore, Bill Payne, Ken "Self-Examination" with
Bible Study will be held at for supper followed by attend,
scripture from II Cor. 13:5 at
a church spokesman Streetcar Named Desire" and
Goode,and tom Denton.
9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
meetings at 6 p.m.
the
said.
8:30
and
10:40
a.m.
ser"Cat on a Hot Tin Roof."
Church School will be at 9:J(1
a.m. Sunday with Barbara vice's`, and on "Is Your -Light
•
Kjosa as superintendent —) Shining?" with scripture from
A picnic will be held Sunday Matt. 5:13-16 at the 6 p.m.
at 3 p.m. on the farm of Janet services on Sunday, April 22,
at the Seventh, and Poplar
and Roy Kirk.
Church of Christ.
The funeral for Mrs. Ola
Final rites for Mrs. Freda
Assisting in the services will
Broach, widow of Charlie Graham, widow of Foreman
be Johnny Bohannon, Jerry
Broach, will be held Sunday at Graham, will be held Sunday
Bolls, Ronnie Sills, Jack Rose,
1:30 p.m. at the chapel of the at 3 p.m-. at the chapel-of theJ.
Thomas
Schrodder, Sop
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home H. Churchill Funeral Home
Parker, Tim StePhens. Roy
will
speak
on the subject,
with the Rev. Dr. Walter E. with the Rev. Dr. Walter E.
Harmon, Bob Lax, Robert
Michke, Jr.. and the Rev. "Light in the Darkness" with Johnson, Larry Russell,
Mischke, Jr., officiating.
and
scriptur
e
from
John
20:19-31 at
Robert Farless officiating. '
Kevin McManus.
.
the
masses
at
6:30
Pallbearers will be Perry
p.m.
today
Pallbearers will be Harrell
Presiding for The . Lord's
Hendon, Warren Shropshire, Broach, Maurice Ryan, Bob and at 8 and 11 a.m. and 4:30
Vacuum Cleaner
Supper
will be Jack Ward,
Larry Bogard, Mike Broach, Robertson, Cliff Cochran, p.m. on Sunday, April 22, at
Charles
Olree,
Ron
McNutt,
Stephen Sanders, and Bill Bradburn Hale, and L. D. the St. Leo's Catholic Church.
YIP-toe
Stan Simmons, and Jon T.
Church School for Grade 1
Nance. Burial will follow in Miller. Burial will follow in the
carpetselector
Carpenter.
to 12 and Adult Class will be
the Murray City Cemetery.
Murray City Cemetery.
Steve Steele and . Joe
Castaluminum
Friends may call at the
Friends may call at the 9:30 a.m. on Sunday.
Thornton will serve on the
chassis
funeral home.
funeral home after 1 p.m.
Extensicin Department:
today
(Saturda
y
•All-steel agitator
All steel agitator
Tammi Crouse will be the teen
Mrs. Broach, 33, died
Mrs. Graham,80, a resident
nursery helper and Sandra
Friday morning at the
•Big disposable bag
Quick and clean
Garland will be the special
Westview Nursing Home. She of,1017 Sharpe Street, Murray,
•4-on-the-floor carpet shift .
bag changer
class helper. •
is surGived by one son, died Thursday at 8:10 p.m. at
•Full time edge-cleaning
Bible.study will be at 945
Charles Broach, five gran- the Murray-Calloway County
The Rev. Dr. Frank Bulle,
dchildren, and several-great Hospital. One sister, Mrs. superintendent of the Paris a.m. Sunday.
Effie Hartsfield, died in 1942.
grandchildren.
The -Young Adults' Sunday
District of the United
Survivors include two Methodis
t Church, will be the Schpol Class will .sponsor a
sisters, Mrs. Miller Robertson
speaker at the 8:45 and 10:50 dinner tonight atip.m. at the
and Mrs. Carlton Outland,
a.m.services on Sunday, April North Calloway Elementary
•
Murray, one niece. 'Mrs. 22,
at the -Fir-St United Schoot-for-att-members-wtiti- Maurice Ryan, Murray, and
are 70 or over.
Methodist Church.
one nephew, Robert C.
His subject will be "An
The funeral for ,Mrs. Eula Robertson, Tulsa, Okla.
Exciting Church" with
Mae Robertson will be held
scripture from Acts 2:36-47.
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
Karen Jackson will sing a
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
solo, "Quiet Time," at both
Home with the Rev. Dr.
services. The Chancel Choir,
Holy Communion will be
Jerrell White and the Rev.
Funeral services for Vernon directed by Paul Shahan with
celebrated at the 8.30 a rn,
Harry Yates officiating.
Sirls of Hardin Route 1 will be Bea Farrell as organist, will
worship serviCeS-oh Sunday,
Serving as pallbearers will held today at 2 p.m. at the sing the anthem, "I Will Not
i 79 VCNIA AATING 1
April 22, at the St. John's
be grandsons and burial will chapel of the Linn Funeral Leave You Comfortless," at
Episcopal Church, Main
Rides on air for
•
and
follow in the Murray City Home, Benton, with the Rev. the later service.
Broach Streets, Murray.
Effortless mobility
with
Cemetery.
The church will have a
Heyward Roberts officiating.
the Rev: Stephen
Davenport,
• Giant 10 Qt. Bag
Teachers Training Workshop
vicar of the church,. a,-;
Mrs. Robertson, 88, died Burial will follow in the Union
the
starting Sunday at 1:30 p.m. celebrant.
Thursday at 10:45 a.m. at the Ridge Cemetery.
Mr. Sins, 64, died Thursday with the teacher being the
Samar _Mahfoud,
home a son, Euell Robertson.
Tim
Rev. E. W. Walton. Lessons on
RurchfieId, and George Moore
Her husband. the Rev. Clyde at 4:30 a.rn at the Marshall
"Creati
ve
di Inexpensive
will serve as acolytes,
Robertson, Sr., died May 30, County Hospital, Benton.
with
Complete- with
He is survived by three Methods of Teaching" will be Steve Hale and
1967.
Frank
Attachrrn ts
daughters.
Mrs.
Betty from 1:30 to 5:30 p.m. and
Blodgett as, lay
leadcrs.
Survivors include one Traughber, Mrs. Joan Colson, "Making Sense Out of
Ushers will be Sha:
daughter, Mrs. George E. and Mrs. Joyce Hankins; one Curriculum" from 6:15 to 8:30 Christopher
753 1713
and Heather
Hargrove; two sons, Euell and son, James Sins; one sister, p.m., both on Sunday with
Doyle. Joan, Aaron, and
Clyde Robertson, Jr.; sister, Mrs. Reba -Henson; two dinner from 5:30 to 6:15 p.m.;
Brun will be in charge Ann
Cof the
Mrs. Cozy Phillips; brother, brothers, Homer and • Rex and on "Deciding what nursery.
O
. Ofus Outland; 14 grand- Sirls; three grandchildren; Students will Do"from 6:30 to
Morning Prayer will be
at
children; 16 great grand- three step grandchildren; 8:30 p.m. on Monday.
9:45 a.m. with Church
School
children; two great great three step great grandChurch School will be at 9:45 and Adult Class
at 11 a.rn on
-.41"11111111111111 AltilICENTUCI--"4111111:11.11111111111111.11.1"grandchildren.
a.m. on Sunday.
children.
Sunday.
The Grace Baptist ,Church
will hear the Rev. Allen speak
at the 10:50 a.m. service and
the pastor, the Rev. R. J
Burpoe, at the 5:30 p.m
service on Sunday, April Z.
Dan Billington will direct
the music with Dwane Jones
as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 94,:,
a.m. with Hoyt Wyatt a.,
superintendent.
Nursery workers will bc
Gail workman, Hazel Ftay
Dean Downey, and Sylvii,
Rickman. L. D. Workman wil.
be in- charge of the bus route.
and information.
•

Olive Baptists To .
Hear Six Speakers

Youth Week To Be
Observed At First
Baptist On Sunday

Seminar Slated

Special Sermon At
Presbyterian
Church On Sunday

Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos

University Church
To Hear Tom Behel
And Steve Cochrum

Special Program At
St. John's Sunday

Mark Pugh Speaker,
7th And Poplar

1 Deaths and Funerals I

Final Rites Sunday
For Mrs. Broach

April Showers From Hoover

Mrs. Ola Graham's
Services On Sunday

Catholic Services
Plannedihis Week

Hoover

HOOVER.

Convertible

Convertible
Upright
Special

Dr. Frank Bulle.To
Speak Sunday For..
Methodist Church

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Robertson

SAVE

Services Are Today
For Vernon Sins

Services Planned,
Episcopal Church

Celebrity Air-Ride
with Edge-CleaningNozzle

'699
SUGG. RETAIL
$79.95

1.7 Peak H.P.

AIM*

all*

MEW

MOW

New MOW

111401W

MOW

mew

MOW

The First Chevy Of The 80's Chevy Citation
Keep That Great G.M. Feeling
With Genuine G.M. Parts

GM QUALITY
SOMCIE/PARTS

GM

GICKERAL ISOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Highway 641
South, Murray

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc.

Telephone
753-2617

All Our Fine
LocalIndustries

Working with Industry
Creating Procluds for People
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SALUTE TO INOUST1T

Saturday, April 21,1979

We think you're very important, Business!

The future of our economy depends upon
you--Kentucky's largest employers.

Our congratulations to the 428 firms who have
expanded their operations.within the state and a
hearty welcome to the 47 new industries. We are
dedicated to providing an industrial climate that will
assure success and profit to all of the manufacturing
community.

The business fostered by Kentucky manufacturers
is important to the Comrdonwealth and its Citizens.
To show our appreciation, we have dedicated a special
week to you--the industries located here in Kentucky.

MEMO: IMPORTANT!Business in Kentucky.

DATE: April 15-21

SUBJECT: Industry Appreciation Week

FROM: The Communities and Citizens of Kentucky

TO: New and Expanded Kentucky Industry
4

t

We appreciate all the
industry in Murray and
Calloway Count, and
our
offer
congratulations to you

'The
Member FDIC

MURRAY U KY.

PEOPLES 13ANK

on the occasion of this
special week. Come in
and find out why so
many businessmen call
us The Willing Bank.

CAI IITt

111WITIITI!

E. J. Haverstock, V.P.& Gen. Mgr.

The Tappan Co.

A Salute To:

WHO'LL HELP INDUSTRY
PUT IT ALL TOGETHER?

[stab.1946

-t-t404114110•111...-.:
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SALUTE TO INDUSTRY

12th

Si
753 1714

7 1 5 So

[stab.1969

We salute all the fine industries in Murray and
Calloway County and pledge to continue thip same service you've grown to expect.

Mk.

Redmon I
Stake Co.

A Salute To:

SALUTE TO INDUSTRY
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401 Olive

Murray, Ky.

SALUTI TO lianittfar

753-5312

Murray Electric $ stem

7th and Main
753-7921

FOUM MOUSING

Murray
Downtown
South
LENDER
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & loan Assn.
Murray

We at Murray Federal are proud to be a contributing
part in Murray and Calloway County's Industrial Community.

Progressisin motion every day.
What we achieve today will greatly effect our lives tomorrow. By working
together. .. pooling our knowledge, our
p there's no limit to
labor, and our faith. .
the goals that can be accomplished

We Salute

April 15 - 21, 1979

INDUSTRY
APPRECIATION1W,
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(stab.1973

lib

0
4
1r; 41

lik

•

SALUTE TO INDUSTRY

Murray plant

fisherPricevis

Crib & Playpen toys made in the Murray Plant of Fisher-Price
found their way into nearly every nursery in the United States and
in nurseries the world over. In fact, about four Fisher-Price toys
were purchased for every baby born in America last year, or over
18 million total.
Because mothers want toys they can trust with a baby, they paid
a grown-up compliment to the men and women of the Murray
plant, who have earned a reputation for caring about quality and
safety. To Fisher-Price and parents everywhere, Crib & Playpen toys
which are made in Murray means made with skill and dedication
and resourcefulness. It means pride in work and a respect for
timeless values.
Of course, the employees of the Murray plant have done more
In the past 6
than contribute toys to the world of the very young.
years, they've helped to re-affirm a belief that people are entitled
to value in what they buy. And that, babies deserve special attention and more than a little bit of love.

New mothers everywhere
know toys they can trust

Paul F. IGesow,Plant Mgr.

Fisher Price Toys

A Salute To:

199
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•

Appliance Group — Murray Operation
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

5A1UTE TO INDUSTRY

I p TAPPAIII fomgcliq

Through the Employers civic Fund
and the Company, $15,000" will
- iou4 charities
;ar
be distributed to ‘
and worthwhile organizations in
1979.

In The Community:

I.

Kentucky Industry
Appreciation Week•
April 15th-21st, 1979

Is Proud To Be A Part Of

TAPPAIII fomp...alq
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A
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Phone 75315012

SALUTE TO INDUSTRY

753-1323

For
Industrial, Motor, or
Fool Oil

Oil Jobber

•Iimorammum&

Kentucky , Lake
Compa
ny
OilYour
Shell.

Compliments
of

West Ky. RaeEl le
Cooperative &potation

We're proud of our men and women in industry—grateful for their unsurpassed technological developments that have kept our nation in its
number one spot. Our town has contributed to the booming economy
through an efficient job force that prides itself on boundless energy.

dr

Salute
w:Alogt#
Industry

[stab. 1975.Lyle Underwood, pres.

Creative Printers

A Salute To:
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[stab.1969

Vanderbilt Chemical Corp.

VANDERBILT CHEMICAL
CORP.
is proud to be a part of
MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY
and the industrial community.
Our involvment in the total affairs of this locale gives us
great satisfaction

Ed Shinners, vp & gen. mgr.

Vanderbilt Chemical Co.

A Salute To:
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SALUTE TO INOOSTOT

4).

•

4•I

Arnold Ronna,supt.

--

SALUTE TO mousrif

•

SAGER GLOVE CORP.

OUR CONFIDENCE IN THE
CONTINUED
GROWTH AND PROSPERITY
OF MURRAY-CALLOWAY
• COUNTY IS REFLECTED IN
OUR ALL
NEW AND EXPANDED FACILITY.

Originally Istab. 1921
Incorp - 1925
Murray Brand;Estab. 1966

Sager Glove Co.

A Salute To:
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I

tp.

W.E. Harvey, pres.
John Hill, mgr.

SALM TO OINISTRT

of Kentucky

MURRAY. SILICA SAND INC.8
GENERAL SILICA PRODUCTS INC.

We are glad to fill your needs.

in building but millions together
make a vital contribution.

may be the smallest ingredient used

A GRAIN OF SAND

Tommy Taylor, pres.
Doris Ezell, mgr.

Murray Silica Sand

Estab.1958

.

Estab. 1968

General Silica Products Of Ky.

A Salute To:
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[stab. 1924

Ronnie Hesselrode, Co-owner, mgr.

Public Ice Services

A Salute To:

Introducing

(Formerly Murray Ice Co.)
•

Public Ice Service

-0••••••••••••

..•••••••••••••••-.woks!.

SALUTE TO INDUSTRY

Ronnie Hesseirode
Co-Owner-Manager

Thank You For
Your Patronage 4

• one of the most modern facilities in the country.

—
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•

.

4

A Salute To:

!I

HUTSON'S AG
SERVICE INC.

Murray and Calloway County

THE FINEST PEOPLE ON EARTH!

U the area we serve:

Helping things grow
is our purpose.
We attribute
Our Growth

HursoisiGst,'":.

Dan C. Hutson, pres.

Hutson Chemical Co.
Estab. 1938
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41,

SALUTE TO INDUSTRY

•

•

. SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH,KY.

HOME FEDERAL

The place where thousands are-saving millions"

We Salute Our Industry

Progress. It's in the making,
thanks to our local industries
putting their ideas into action
and ; their hopes into
achieVements.
We're proud of our industries
and the people who've made
progitss happen. Let's keep. It
going._ _

Appreciation Week

Kentucky Industry

•

SOLUTi TO MONTH

Mayor Melvin Henley
Judge Robert 0. Miller
Chairman Hugh L. Oakley
David Hill

Otis H. Envin
Jimmy M. Fain
C.W. Jones
Tommy L. Walker

Airport Board Members:

Owned By The Citizens of Murray and Calloway County,
Governed by the Airport Board, Managed by Johnny Parker

MURRAY HAS A MODERN,
SAFE ALL-WEATHER AIRPORT

WQ can answer
with pricte:

DOES MURRAY
HAVE AN AIRPORT?

It may be No. 3 - It maybe No. 4... But it is always
one of the first questions asked by prospective businesses and
industry:

Murray Calloway County Airport
"an Asset To All Our Industries"

A Salute To:
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Leonard Vaughn-Pres.
Walt Apperson-V. Pres.
Jimmy Ford-Sec.
- Buford Hurt-Treas.
James Johnson-Executive V. Pres.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

and the

INDUSTRIAL
COMMUNITY

working together to make Murray
a better place to live and work
The

A Salute To:

SALIM TO INDOSTRY

41k

102 So.4th - Murray - 753-5397

Winchester Services

PRINTING

"We're In Business
To Serve You

The Business Man's
Choice For Fine
Print

We Salute Our Fellow
Industries Of Murray
And Calloway County.

Winchester Printing Services
Estab.1964
Charles three,owner I

Partners in Progress
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(

.

a.

Estab.

'

1929

James E. Garrison, pres.

Ryan Milk Co. •

A Salute To:

„

!
,

9:4 114 !ROC Co

„

James M. York, Pres.

York Spring Co.

A Salute To:

.41111111111111111111

Estab. 1970
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SALUTE TO INDUSTRY

•

_

Murray and
Calloway County

of

is proud of its
association with
the industrial progress

Weaver Popcorn Co.

I.

W.I. Weaver, pres.

Weaver Popcorn Co.

Orig. Estab.1929
Murray Estab.1974
,
•

A Salute To:
Gene & Jerry Starks, owners.

Starks Concrete Co.

Estab. 1967

21, 1979

A Salute To:

ii■••••-•.
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SALUTE TO INDUSTRY

tan

•

LOPPrir

607 Maple St.
753-4335

MURRAY FABRICS,INC.

also produces knitted cuff material for the fabricaters of work
,gloves, disposable medical garments, safety and utility apparel.
id), ,

Murray Fabrics

§ leading supplier of knitted tubing and stockinette to the
manufacturers of sock type filter ekments. These products are
used in the filtration of oil,'fuel, natural gas, water, paint, and
various chemicals.

FOR OVER TWENTY-FOUR YEARS

4.41Fr‘- Atit

Murray Fabrics

A Salute To:

SALUTE TO INDUSTRY

[stab.1955 C.L Vaughn, pres.

jack Bryant, pres.

Parker Popcorn;Inc.

0

[stab.1937 •

A Salute To:

otl
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•

•

A Salute To

SERVING THE
INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITY OF
• MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY
WE'RE PROUD TO BE
•
A PART OF INDUSTRIES PROGRESS

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

-

•

Herman K. Ellis, mgr.

Ellis Popcorn Co.
[stab.1950
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•

SMUTS TO IMUSTRY

753-4351

West Ky. Rural
Telephone Co-op

Success is based on good ideas and proper implementation.
We're got the winning formula. . Murray and Calloway County businesses and industries!

1110611111515

la
7things are possible through

A Salute To:

Murray, Ky.

1300 Johnson Blvd.

Savings 8 Loan
laws
Association
LENDER

SECURITY FEDERAL

We Salute
All Our
Local Industries

SALUTE TO INDUSTRY

OfRCE PRODUCTS,INC.
114 LAO Man Sitret
4O71 •
Phone 731-0123

g.win Xahes

MURRAY'S MOST COMPUTE MICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE

We Salute
All Our Fine
Industries

We're Proud
to be serving
the industries
of Murray and
Calloway with
the finest in
office products
and furniture.

Clark L. Hicks, pres.

Calloway Mfg. Co.

Estab. 1974
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111 East Poplar
153-1486

Galloway
Manufacturing,
Inc.

'
A Salute To:
1111

SALUTE TO INDUST,

•Our fully automatic plant
enables us to meet the most regid
specifications and assure you of
the exact mix for every job.

"IR

• FITTS !LOCK
READY MIX

vice.

•Our fleet of radio dispatched trucks
give you county-wide dependable ser-

CONCRETE
BLOCKS

BUILDING BLOCKS
, OF
INDUSTRY

Furnishing the

jack Dodd,president ,

Fitts Block & Ready Mix

Estab. 1945,

We are proud to be a pat of the industtial
comtnunity ofMurray and Calloway County. During Industry Appreciation Week
715-21, we salute ourfellow industries,
d wish them much continuedsuccess in
the coming years.
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